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DEDICATION

I

T is particularly fitting and appropriate
that this Pioneer edition of the RACON-

TEUR be dicated to Senator Allie W. Young,
who is responsible for the establishment of
this school as a State Teacher's College.

He '

has stimulated its development by his influence
in securing finances with which to construct
the present plant, and with which to maintain
the institution from year to ye~r.
We gratefully take this opportunity to express our recognition of the signal services of
Judge Young in behalf of education in Kentucky.

STA FF
JAMES MAGGARD
KATHRYN FRIEND
RALEIGH K. STALLARD
JANET MAXEY
SYLVIA GRAHAM
WILLIAM CRUTCHER
KATHRYN HORSLEY
EMORY ROGERS
LAUREN MATHIS
SCOTTY HANKINS
GEORGE SCOTT
RAYMOND HALL
CHARLES CLARK

FOREWORD
Gffr'HE RACONTEUR is a magic lamp whose
-JIL Genie is an aged Pioneer Spirit. The
light of the lamp illumined the pa~t and shown
so brilliantly that it continues to reflect upon
the present. Once again modern Alladins
have rubbed away the dust and the Genie appears with stories of our recent college days.
The spirit walks through many beautiful campus scenes and draws aside the curtains of
the gallery whose walls are lined with the faces
of our friends.
As you turn these pages in other days, the
Geni will recount his narrative.
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Here women speaic to women
With hearts of understanding.
Each voice an inspiration.

:

Voices of friends speak from within
Giving assurance.

With water there is always music,
And with lilies fragrance.

Hospitality and a living friendliness
Are the beacons which light
These windows.

•

We enter here in search of dreams
And voices of inspiration.

D

The hills immense are back of us,
Their strength lies in us,
We cannot fail.

•

Prologue
Pioneer Fathers, we have
"fine blaze you set in the wilde
You r hills we love; they a
O ur hands against thei
To find your
And trees
Hold you
One ever
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JOHN HOWARD PAYNE,

A. B., M. A.

President
~

INCE becoming President of the Morehead State Teachers College,
John Howard Payne, with his strong, aggressive personality, and
keen intellect, has accomplished the seemingly impossible. Beautiful, well
equipped buildings have taken the place of old ones. The campus once
yellow mud, is now covered with a soft carpet of green grass. Under his
administration the enrollment has increased many fold, and the school
now ranks with the leading educational institutions in the South.

~
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A. B., A. M.
Dean.
A. B., Georgetown College.
A . M., George Peabody College for
Teachers.

WILLIAM H. VAUGHAN,

A. B., A. M.,
PH. D.
Associate Professor of Education.
A. B., U niYersity of West Virginia.
A. M., University of Chicago.
Ph. D., University of Cincinnati.

REX LIVINGSTON HOKE,

B. S., M. S.,
PH. D.
Head of the Department of Mathematics and physics.
B. S., University of Kentucky.
M. S., University of Kentucky.
Ph. D., University of Michigan.

JAMES GILBERT BLACK,

A. B.,
A. M.
Associate Professor of English.
A. B., Eureka College.
A. M., University of Chicago.

MISS INEZ FAITH HUMPHREY,

D. JUDD, A. B., A. M.
Direct01· of Extension.
A. B., Georgetown College.
A. M., University of Chi cago.

ROMIE

S.
Instructor in Geography.
B. S ., George Peabody College for
Teachers.

MISS CATHERI NE L. BRAUN, B .

GRAVES, B. S., M . S.,
PH. D.
Head of the Depa1'tment of Science.
B. S., Vanderbilt Un iversity.
M. S., Louisiana State University.
Ph. D., Ohio State University.

Roy EDWIN

A. B.
Head of the Department of Music.
A. B., Oberlin College.

LEWIS HENRY HORTON,

A. B., A. M.
Di1'ector of the Tmining School.
A . B., Tran sylvan ia College.
A. M., University of Chi cago.

WARREN C. LAPPIN,

A. B.,
A. M., PH. D.
H ead of Depar tment of E conomics
and Sociology.
A. B., University of N a'shville.
A. M., George Peabody College for
Teachers.
Ph. D., George P eabody College for
T eachers.

RUSSELL FRANKLIN TERRELL,

B. S .
H ead of the Department of Agriculture
Director of Placement BU?·eau.
B. S., University of Kentucky.

HENRY CLAY HAGGAN,

B.
Athletic DiTector and Coach .
LL. B., University of Kentucky.

G. D . DOWNING, LL.

ERNEST VICTOR HOLLIS,

B.

S ., M. S. ,

A . M.

Head of the Department of Education.
B. S., Mississippi A. & M. College.
!VI. S., Mississippi A. & M. College.
A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
MISS MAUDE GIBSON HARMO N,

A. B.,

A. M .

Acting H ead of the D epartment of
History.
A. B., University of Kentucky.
A. M., Leland Stanford University.
A. B., A. M .
Instruct01' in Band and Orchestra.
A. B., State College, Bowling
Green, Ohio.
A. M., Teach ers College, Columbia
University.

MARVIN GEORGE,

A. B. A. M .
Head of Department of Foreign
Languages.
A. B., Ohio University.
A. M., George Washington University.

MISS FLOLA L. SHEPARD,

JOHN L. SULLIVAN, B. S., M. S.

Instructor in Biology.
B. S., University of Kentucky.
M. S., Iowa State University.
A . B., A. M .,
PH.D.
Associate Professor of English .
A . B., Luther College.
A. M., Cornell University.
Ph. D., Cornell University.

ANDREW ESTREM,

B. S., A. M.
Director of Women's Athletics.
B. S., University of Minnesota.
A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.

MISS CATHERINE RIGGS,

Y. LLOYD, A . B., A. M.
Instructor in History and Government.
A. B., Western Kentucky State
Teachers College.
A. M., Vanderbilt University.

ARTHUR

B., M . A.
Instructor in Economics and
Sociology.
A. B., University of Kentucky.
M. A., University of Kentucky.

NEVILLE FINCEL, A .

B. S., A. M.
Instructor in Home Economics.
B. S., George Peabody College for
Teachers.
A. M., George Peabody College for
Teachers.

MRS. MYRTIS W. HALL,

RALPH M.
A.M.

HUDSON,

A.

B., B. S.,

Acting Head, Department of Art.
A . B., B. S., Ohio State University.
A. M., Ohio State University.

MISS ELLA WILKES, M. S .

Instructor in Geography.
M. S., University of Chicago.

MRS. MARTHA RIPPERDAN BLESSING,

B. S., M. S.,
Dean of Men .
B. S., University of Kentucky.
M. S., University of Kentucky.

MRS. H . H. DUBBS, A . M .

In structor in English.
A. M., Columbia University.

M ISS HENRY ETTA STONE, A. B.

Instructor in English.
A. B., University of Kentucky.

M RS . MILDRED S ILVER, A . B., A. M.

Cr itic Teacher, Junior High
S chool.
A. B., Lawrence College.
A. M., Northwestern University.

LINUS A . FAIR, A . B., A . M.

Ins tructor in Mathematics .
A. B., Arkansas State Normal
School.
A . M., George Peabody College for
T eachers.
B., A . M .
Ins tru ctor in Foreign Languages.
A. B., Transylvania College.
A. M., George Peabody College for
Teachers.

MISS JUANITA MINISH, A.

B.
Instructor in Agriculture.
A. B., University of Kentucky.

ANDREW J. WALKER, A .

MISS BETTY ROBINSON, A . B ., A . M .

Instruct or in English.
A. B., Georgetown College.
A. M., Colum.bia University.

T.

HE N RY COATES, A . B.
InstTuct01' in HistoTY and GoveTnment.
A . B., Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College.

B.
InstTuctoT in Education.
A . B., Centre College.

ARVILLE WHEELER, A.

R. L. HOKE, A. M.
InstTuctor in English.
A . M., Columbi a University.

MRS.

MISS LOUISE COLEMAN O'REAR

Instructor in Piano.
Certificate in Piano, Ward-Belmont.
Diploma in Piano, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.

MISS LUCILLE CATLETT, A .

B.

Instructor in Science.
A . B., Gouche r College.

B. S.
Instructor in Manual Arts.
B. S., Eastern Kentu cky State
Teachers College.

PAUL MARSHAL H URST,

B.
Critic Teacher, Junior High
School.
A. B., Kentucky Wesleyan College.

MISS LORENE SPARKS, A.

B. S .
InstTuctor in Biology.
B. S., University of Kentucky.

MISS CATHERINE CARR,

-

A. M .
Cr-itic Teacher, Fir-st Grade.
B. S., Colu mbia University.
A. M., University of North Caroli na.

MISS ELIZABETH ROOME, B. S.,

A. B.
Critic Teacher, Third Grade.
A . B., Un ive rsity of Kentucky.

MI:;:S ANNE WADE BROWN,

MISS EDNA NEAL, A. B.

Cr-itic T eacher-, S econd Gr ade.
A . B., University of K entucky.
A. B., A . M.
Critic T eache1', Fourth Grade.
A. B., W estern State Teacher s
College, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.

M ISS ETTA PAULSON,

M I SS REBECCA THOMPSON, B. S .
A.M .

A.

M.

Critic T eacher, Six th Grade.
B. S., George Peabody College for
Teachers.
A . M., Geo rge Peabody College fo r
T eachers.

MISS EXER ROBINSON

Assistant D ean of Women.

A. B.
Dean of Women.
A. B., West ern College for Women.

MISS CURRALEE N SMITH,

HARLAN BLAIR

Business A gent .

-~-----
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. .

E.
Registrar.
A. E., University of Kentucky.

MISS MARY PAGE MILTON, A.

D.

G . GAMMAGE

Director of Caf eteria.

C LARK LANE

Audit01'.

B.
Librarian
A. B., University of Wisconsin.

MRS . ALICE MORRIS, A.

E. S.
Supe?'intendent of Buildings and
Grounds.
E. S., University of Kent uck y.

W . H . RI CE,

H. C. WILLETT

Faculty Stenographer.

MISS ANNA CARTER

Secretary to the President.

WILLIAM H. HUDGINS

Cleric, R egistrar's Office .

MISS DOROTHY HESSON

Recorder.

MISS VIRGINIA AYERS

Secretary, Extension Department.

MISS ERIE FLANERY

SeC'retary, Training School.

MISS JUDITH JOHNSON

Secretary to the Dean.

MRS . MADISON WILSON

Manager of Book Store.

MISS MARGUERITE BISHOP

Assistant Librarian.

DR. A. W. ADKINS, M. D.

School Physician.

MRS. MCKINNEY

School Nurse .
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Seniors

B.
Lexington, Kentucky.
University of Kentucky:
Alpha Gamma Delta
S 0 r 0 r i t y; Assistant
Society Editor Kent u c k y Kernel '2g;
Stroller eligible '28.
Morehead:
Debating Team '30;
Debating Medal '30 ;
Phi Delta Literary Society '30, '31; Editol'in-Chief Trail Blazer
'31; Associate Editor
Trail Blazer '32; Elected Best in Oratory
'30; Quill Club '30:
Revellers D I' a mat i c
Club '30, '31, '32; Y.
W. C. A. Cabinet '30;
Debating Club and
Team '32; President of
Junior Class '31; President of Senior Class
'32; Vice President of
Peri Estotes Club '31;
Blue Grass Club '32;
Associate Editor of
Raconteur '32.
Major: English.

KATHRYN FRIEND, A.

B. S.
Morehead, Kentucky.
Basketball '30, '31, '32;
Cap t a i n Basketball
Team '32; Football
'30, '31; "M" Club '30,
'31 '32· President "M"
CI~b 132 ; Treasurer
Phi Delta Literary Society '31; Le Club
Francais '31; G lee
Club '31; Vice President Junior Class '31;
Vice President Senior
Class '32; Rowan
County Club '29, '30 .
'31· Band '28 '29·
Voted Best All Around
Student '32.
Major: Mathematics.

ALLIE HOLBROOK,
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MRS. MARSHAL HURST,

A.B.
Morehead, Kentucky.
Delta Theta Chi Society
'29, '30.
Major: Biological Science.

Stanton, K entucky.

A. B.
Ordinary, Kentucky.

OPAL BROWN,

Royalty Dramatic Club
'28, '29; Engli sh Club
'31, '32; Elliott County
Club '32; Button Literary Society '27, '28,
'29.

Band, Orchestra, Male
Quartet, Deb a tin g
Team, President of
Glee Club '27; President of Life Certificate Class '28; Edito r in - Chi e f Raconteur
'28; President Junior
Class '30; Assistant
Editor Raconteur '31;
Alumni Editor Raconteur '32.

Major: History and
Political Science.

B. S.
Paris, K entucky.

MATTIE MEFFORD,

Treasurer of Senior Class
'31, '32; Y. W. C. A.;
French Club; German
Club.

Major: M athernatics.

Major: English.
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T . DORSEY, B. S.
Flemingsburg, Kentucky.
Chairman Student Council '31, '32; Y . M. C.
A. Cabinet '27, '28;
Basketball '28, '29,
'30; Fleming County
Club '30, '31, '32.
Major·: Mathematics.
BRUCE

H. MORGAN, A .B.
Cooper, Kentucky.
Button Literary Society
'29 '30 '31· Lloyd Debating' Club '31, '32 ;
Y . W . C. A . '32; Editor Senior Class Raconteur Staff '32 .
Major: History and
Government.

NELLE

MYRTLE

MARIE

CASSITY,

A. B.
Morehead, Kentucky.
Blue Ridge Delegate '24;
President Y. W. C. A.
'24; President J ame8
Lane Allen Literary
Society '25; English
Club '31, '32.
Major: English.
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RUTH TARLTON POWERS,

B. S.
Owingsville, Kentucky.
Revellers Dramatic Club
'30, '31, '32; Y. W. C.
A. '29, '30, '31, '32;
President German Club
'32; Phi Delta Literary Society '29 .

C. M. OWENS, A. B.
Royalton, Kentucky.
Member of Raconteur
Staff '27; Y. M. C. A.
Literary Society.
Major: Hist01'y and
Gov ernment.

Major: Ch emist" y.
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B.
Morehead, Kentucky.
Football '28, '29, '30, '31;
Basketball '29, '30, '31;
"M" Club '28, '29, '31;
Rowan County Club
'28, '29, '30, '31; Peri
Estotes Club '31.
Major: Social S cience.
AUSTIN RIDDLE, A .

J.

WALTER THOMPSON,
B. S.
Webbville, K entuc ky.
Phi Beta Science Club,
Y. M. C. A. '30, '31,
'32; Student Council
'3 1.

Major: Education.
NOLA CATRON
Morehead, K entucky .
French Club '29, '30, '31,
'32; Secretary and
Treasurer French Club
'32; Choral Club ' 30,
'31; Rowan County
Club '28, '29, '30, ' 31,
'32.
Major: Fr·ench.

EUNICE VIRGINIA MITCHELL, A . B. in August.
Greenup, K entucky.
Greenup County IClub
'2 7, '28, '31, '32.

Major: History.

ARTHUR EDWARDS

Brandon, Wisco nsin .

A. B.
Morehead, Kentucky.
Royalty Dramatic Club
'28, '29; Revellers Dramatic Club '31, '32;
French Club '31; Rowan County Club '28,
'29, '31, '32.
Major: English.
MABEL HACKNEY,

Asubry College:
Basketball '28, '30, '31;
Baseball '28, '30, '31;
Debating Club '28, '30,
'31.
Morehead Teachers College:
Y . M. C. A. '32; A ssistant Business Manager Trail Blazer '32.
Major : Biological Science.

B. FRANK
Ashland, Kentucky.
English Club '31.
Major: English.

MINNIE

C LA R E N C E CORNELIUS
SWAN, B . S .
Easton, ,l1aryland.
Y. M. C. A. '31, '32;
German Club '32; Chorus '31, '32.
Major: Biological Science.
EDNA

MAY

MITCHELL,

A. B. in August.
Greenup, Kentucky.
Greenup County Club
'27, '3lo
111 ajor: English.

MRS. OLLIE BLACK
~lorehead,Kentucky.

English Club '31, '32;
Secretary Junior Class
'3lo
N! ajor: English .

B. S.
Morehead Kentucky.
Major: Mathematics.

BUEL HOGGE,

ARMES, A. B. in
August
Leitchfield, Kentucky.
Lloyd Debating '31, '32;
Dra'm atic Club '31,
'32; English Club '31,
'32; Y . W. C. A. '31 ,
'32 .
Major: English.
ELLA

ALICE VIRGINIA HAMILTON, A. B.

Paintsville, K entuc ky.
Phi Delta Literary Society '28, '29; Royalty
Dramatic Clu b '28,
'29 ; English Club '32;
President French Club
'31, '32.
Major : English.
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NORMA POWERS,

A . B. in August
Mo re head, K entuc k y .

Wlt4;j ~/lIfi.

A. B.
More head, K entucky.
Football '28, '29, '30, ' 31 ;
Basketball '29, '30, '31 ;
"M" Club '28, '29, '31;
Rowan County Club
'28, '29, '30, '31; Peri
E stotes Clu b '31.
Major : So cial Science.
AUSTIN RIDDLE,

Gieltl jiel:d, K entucky .
Rowan County Club '24,
'25, '26, '27, '29, '30,
'31; Button Literary
Society '26, '27.
Major : Biological S cien ce.
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SENIOR CLASS
MEMBERS
MABEL HACKNEY
VIRGINIA HAMILTON
BUEL HOGGE
ALLIE HOLBROOK
MRS. MARIE HOWARD
MRS. BESS HURST
MATTIE MEFFORD
EUNICE MITCHELL
MYRTLE MORGAN
DAVID NICKELL
C. M. OWENS
NORMA POWERS
RUTH POWERS
EMORY ROGERS
CORNELIUS SWANN
J. WALTER THOMPSON
WM. SKAGGS
TOM SUTTON

SILAS ALLEN
ELLA ARMES
IDABELL BAILEY
MRS. OLLIE BLACK
ROBERT BROOKS
OPAL BROWN
MRS . BEULAH BURROWS
NELL CASSIDY
B. W. CASSIDY
NOLA CATRON
DENNIE CAUDILL
JOHN CAUDILL
ROY CORNETT
BRUCE DORSEY
OLLIE DUNCAN
ARTHUR EDWARDS
KATHRYN FRIEND
MARY D. GRAY
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Juniors

ELSIE GULLEY

GEORGE SCOTT

Secretary

President

CHARLES CLARK

J U N I OR CLASS
MEMBERS
C . ALEXANDER

E.

E. HUDGINS

I. PRATHER

E. BACH

A . COYLE

S . JOHNSON

A . D. ROBERTS

I. BARBOUR

E. CRAFT

J. JEFFERS

O. ROBERTS

R.

F. CRAIG

I.

B.

M. BLAIR

M . CREACY

J . MAGGARD

M. BOLES

G. CROSTWAITE

L . MATHIS

P. SEESE

E . BOTTS

T . CRUTCHER

C. McDoWELL

C. CENTER

B.

BROCK

F . DANIEL

L. MORGAN

J. SIMONS

E.

BROWN

G. DILLON

J. McKINNEY

O . SHELTON

C. BRUCE

H . EVANS

M. S . MILLER

I. SKAGGS

M . CALVERT

J. FULTZ

L. MOODY

P . SPARKS

M. A . CALVERT

H. GABBARD

M . MOODY

R.

L.

J. GILLIAM

H. MOORE

R. K. STALLARD

M . GLORE

A . OLDHAM

K.

BENTON

CAUDILL

C. CLARK

CORNWELL

JESSE

ROSE

G . SCOTT

STEWART

STANFIELD

J . CLARK

E. GOSE

F . OWINGS

M. TURNER

P. COMBS

E. GRISWOLD

E. PATTON

W. CONLEY

E . GULLEY

V. PAYNE

I. TACKETT
N. VAUGHAN

H. CARTEE

F. HALL

T. PERRY

H. WARNICK

E. CHRISTIAN

J. HANES

I. PETTIT

C.

G. COOK

J. HAROLD

B. PORTER

B. WILLIAMS

S. CONLEY

J. HILLMAN

M . PORTER

R.

WILSON

K. STALLARD
Olive Hill

RALEIGH

FRANK CRAIG

Hitchins

LLOYD MOODY

Lynch
IRENE BARBOUR

De Hart

BLANCHE PORTER

Grayson
LAUREN MATHIS

W est Liberty

JAMES HANES

Wilm01'e
FLORA DANIELS

Paintsville

EVELYN GOSE

,Jackson
KELLY STANFIELD

Cowan

FLORENCE H ALL

Stanton
N OLA N VAUGHAN

Rice ville

MILDRED BLAIR

Morehead

S.

ELWOOD ALLEN

Morehead

JAMES MAGGARD

Ashland
MARGARET CALVERT

Morehead

MRS . R UTH MARKLAND

Owingsville

W. F ULTZ
Grayson

JOHN

-

HENRY EVANS

Blaine
SUSIE CONNELLY

Grayson

JULIET CLARKE

Hindman
CARRA BRUCE

Morehead

MARIE GLORE

Frankfort
MARGIE CREACY

Stanton

ANNA OLDHAM

Mt. Sterling
SOPHIE JOHNSON

Rockholds

MARY ALICE CALVERT

Morehead

EZRA BACH

Ezel

VIRGINIA PAYNE

Paris
MAGGIE SMITH
Gr eem~p

GOLDIE DILLON

Morehead
BERTHA BROCK

Pine Grove

MADA BOLES

Albany
MAYME TURNER

Mt. Sterling

-

Sophomores

v.

HUFFMA N

Vic e President

H. HEABERLIN

o.

WOOTON

Presiden t

SOPHOMORE CLASS
GlIrHE sophomore class was organized in the fall semester of 1931. Dr.
Russell Terrell was elected sponsor and has served well in that capacity. Herald Heaberlin, a popular athlete on the campus, was chosen as
president. Vivian Huffman was elected vice-president and Joe Wolford
was elected secretary.

JIL

The class has been very active in all college organizations and contains
in its ranks many prominent members of the Revellers' Dramatic Club,
Trail Blazer staff and various other campus groups. Sophomores have
contributed in a large measure to the success of Morehead on the athletic
field this year. The class has demonstrated that it possesses its full quota
of school spirit and has been very considerate and helpful in its cooperation with other classes 0::1 the campU3.
One of the most entertaining social functions of the year was sponsored by the sophomore class in the form of an enjoyable Leap Year dance.

WILLIAM MARTIN
JERRY HAMRICK
PARNELL MARTINDALE

HAROLD KEETON
EDITH ALLEN
OVERTON EVANS .

KATHERINE HORSLEY
SANFORD ADAMS
MARY EVERETT

ALOISE CRESS
FRED REDWINE
ELIZABETH ROBERTSON

RUTH MARION HOLBROOK
FELIX WARD
HAZEL CARPENTER

CLIFFORD BLEVINS
MABEL MURPHY
BESSIE TURNER

HAZEL ESHAM
ORAN HINKLE
PAULINE BURTON

HATTIE ROGERS
MAXINE CAUDILL
PAUL COMBS
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NADINE CRAINE
PAUL HENRY
ERMA CAUDILL

WILLIAM BRANHAM
MELVINE DICKERSON
VIRGINIA SMITH

VIRGIE MAE LEWIS
WILLARD BOGGS
MARIE BEGLEY

VERTRICE CONLEY
WILLIAM DUPUY
SHIRLEY DEBORDE

r 61
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GOLDIE BELFORD
WATT PRICHARD, JR.
IRMA SCOTT

OTTIE SILVEY
EDWARD KEETON
BUENA BECKNER

BARBARA WRA Y
JANET MAXEY
HERBERT WEBB

WILFRED WALTZ
MRS. WARREN LAPPIN
FARRIS HENDRIX

EARL WOLFORD
HANNAH MAE HORSLEY
VERNON DILLON

REOLA WELCH
MILDRED WALTZ
GLEN MORE HOGGE

DUEL WILLIAMS
ALINE DAVIS
ROXIE FULTZ

AUDREY RAYBOURNE
STANLEY TRIMBLE
ELZA LEE SPRALDING
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RANDOLPH HINKLE
THELMA HOWARD
EULA ERWIN

ESLIE HOWARD
CATHERINE BOWMAN

V AHAN MAGARIAN

JEWELL FANNIN
WESLEY EDWARDS
MARY LANSDALE

HERBERT TACKETT
HILDA WINTERS
TED CROSTW AITE
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WILLIAM SECREST
EDNA DANIELS
GLEN COOK

CRUSE HUFF
MAUREEN MCCLURE
J. EVERETT COCONAUGHER

LOTTYE AMBURGEY
MRS. C . M. OWENS
A YRE MILLER CASSITY

JOHN SIMONS
CARRA BRUCE
DORIS PENIX
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Freshmen

E. DENNY
Vic e-President

A. BARBER
President

M.

DURHAM

S ecr etar y- Tr easure?'

FRESHMAN CLASS
GlJIHE college freshman class was organized in the fall of 1931, and has
JJL been throughout the year one of the most prominent and active
organizations on the Morehead State Teachers College campus. Miss
Lucille Catlett was elected sponsor and she has proven a capable and
interested class adviser.

The freshman class attended a ll home football games in a body, providing a cheering section at the stadium which was fu ll of vim and life.
The girls wore attractive blue and gold tams which bore the numerals
'35, and the boys wore blue and gold caps with the numerals. During the
basket ball season the c l a~ s had a cheering section of its own.

-

The class sponsored
was a freshman dance.

~ everal

enjoyable social functions, among which

The freshman have the honor of contributing prominent members
to the Revellers' Dramatic Club, the Lloyd Debating Team, and all forms
of athletics. Two of the girls who ranked the highest in scholastic standing during the year were freshmen.
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HARGIS H I CKS
NELLIE MAE WILLIS
LESLIE WHITE
BESSIE STEPHENS

ESTA FAYE CANTRELL
NORENE NEWBERRY
MARY

K. RUSHER

GENEVA BUTCHER

ALTA KASH
ELWOOD LEWIS
MILDRED WHITT
VIRGIL REDWINE

SHARON WILLIAMS
ALMA GATEHOUSE
ELIZABETH MARX
WOODROW CONN

EDRA CON LEY
MABEL HADDEN
JAMES PERRY
BEATRJCE GOODWI N

MONTANA LANE
WOODROW BARBOUR
SYLVIA GRAHAM
CURRALEEN EVANS

A NNA LOUISE GAMBILL
HAZEL BELCHER
KATHERINE HANEY
SCOTTY HA N KI NS

BERNICE LEWIS
CARL WALTER
WARD PATTON
CARRIE REEVES

JACK COYLE
HERBERT C. HOWARD
BELVIA REEVES
CA ROLYN PRICHARD

CHRISTINE LEWIS
GLADYS WHISMAN
REXFORD BYRD
WALLACE FRANCI S

C LYDE SMITH
GEORGE KITSON
GEORGE ALICE MOTLEY
ROBERT MAY

SYLVIA HAMM
ROY VANDERPOOL
RUSSELL DALTON
ALVA RICE

CLAUDE CAMPBELL
VIOLA SPARKS
O'REAR ELAM
BYRL GLENN

HENRY BATE
RHODA WEST
WILLIARD JOHNSON
VIRGIE SPARKS

r 701

-

VERNA POLLY
GEORGIA SALISBURY
ESTHER DORTON
KASH CRAIG

RUTH MOBLEY
DORIS QUEEN
EULAS DOBBYNS
SHIRLEY ALLEN

ELLIS HALE
LUCY SPRIGGS
ALMA WILBURN
MAE PEYTON

EDRA MCKENZIE
MARY LATHAM
GLADYS BARBOUR
INEZ .JOH N SON

GERTRUDE MCGRA N AHA N
REGINA SENTER
ROSA HOWARD
GRAYDO N HACKNEY

JAMES PERRY
LINA MARIE CO N LEE
GLADYS DRA UGHA N
ALLE N E KEFFER

ELLEN WELLS
RANDOLPH BERTRAM
DORCAS HALE
RUTH DUFF

IRENE MITCHELL
WANDA FEARIS
FRED EBLEN
LUCY BANKS

LETHA BOGGS ADAMS
GLELL LEEDY
ELLA STEPHENS
MARY MCCLAFFERTY

VOLNIE HILL
LILLIAN STRAUGHAN
LILLIAN CRISP
MRS. GEORGE SCOTT

MABEL WILLIAMS
RUTH HENRY
HERMAN SPARKS
MAVI S WHITE

SYLVIA STEW ART
RICHARD HAMILTO N
LILLIAN MESSER
LUCILLE MOORE

EVELYN LEWIS
LUSTER OXLEY
VIOLA BOWERS
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LUCILLE COOKSEY
ANN SPURLOCK
EARL MILLER
GLADYS CECIL

SUE LEWIS
GEORGE BAILEY
GERTRUDE ARNETT
MRS. VIRGINIA HOWARD

RUBY GRAY
THELMA EARWOOD
JUNE BARLOW
MARY ELIZABETH
CASTLE

HOWARD DALTON
IONA GANNON
TRESSIE MAE JACKSON
ZOLA HANEY

SUSAN RICE
EZRA SHORT
ROSIE Bozo
MILLICENT HORSLEY

ETHEL BROWN
BERNARD STACY
SARAH FRALEY
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High School

PROFESSOR DANIEL

M. HOLBROOK

IN MEMORIAM
GlJIHE high school section of the Raconteur is respectfully dedicated to
-JIL the memory of our beloved friend and teacher, Daniel M. Holbrook.
We shall always remember his noble influence which touched the lives of
countless boys and girls, his words of wisdom and of kindness and his
long and unselfish service to his fellowmen.

RAYMOND C. HALL

BILLY WHITT

Triplet

Stone

GEORGIA GRAHAM

GRACE GENEVA WHITT

Cherokee

Stone

SENIOR CLASS
JAMES

E.

ARNETT

DE NIZA WEBB

Gullit

Webb'uille

MARY D. BURKE

C HRISTINE STAPLETON

Lionille

Barnetts Creek
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C. BLAIR
M ore/vead

ETHEL KAZEE

MURVEL

Blaine
HILDRETH McDoNALD

Grahn

IRENE

E. TURNER

Elliottsville

SENIOR CLASS
MARY LOUISE MUTTERS

G RACE LEWIS

Morehead

Vale

ALLA MAE BURKE

RAYMOND ISON

Lionille

Moon

SENA S. ISON

MRS. FELIX WARD

Moon

Boons Camp

OPAL GENEVA MAGGARD

ROBERT LOGAN RIDDELL

M cGlone

Mo re head

SENIOR CLASS
THELMA LUCILLE DEBoRDE

LAWRENCE GRAY

Access

Mo rehead

MARGARET PAXTON D AVIS

KATHLEEN PALMER M ORRI3

Morehead

Wau kesha, Wisconsin
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MOZELLE

CARNIE BRADLEY

PENNINGTON

Sandy Hook

Yatesville

L. CROSTW AITE
Morehead

RICHARD HAMILTON

ESTHER

Morehead

SENIOR CLASS
MEMBERS
TESSIE ALLEN

EZRA Cox

JAMES ARNETT

ESTHER CROSTW AITE

SENA ISON
GRACE LEW I S

IDA M . BLAIR

MARGARET D AVIS

OPAL MAGGARD

MURVEL BLAIR

THELMA DEBORDE

MARY MUTTERS

CARNIE BRADLEY

E ULA GOODMAN

KATHLEEN MORRIS

ATLEE BROWN

GEORGIA GRAHAM

JOHN PAUL NICKELL

ESTA BROWN

BYRD GRAY

MOZELLE PENNINGTON

CURTIS BRUCE

LAWRENCE GRAY

ALVA RAWLINGS

ALLA MAE BURKE

RAYMOND HALL

KATHERINE RIDDLE

MARY D . B URKE

RICHARD HAMILTON

LOGAN RIDDLE

GERTRUDE CARTY

LOVELL HAMMOND

CHRISTINE STAPLETON

ANDREW CANTRON

LOWELL HAMMOND

IRENE TURNER

BLANCHE CAUDILL

ROBERT HAMPTON

BILLY WHITT

NANCYE CAUDILL

OPAL HAYES

GRACE WHITT

ORA JANE. CAUDILL

RAYMOI'D ISON

LEONARD COLLY

MRS. FELIX WARD
DE NEA WEBB

r8I 1

Top R ow : A Ea Adkins, Winifred W alker, Oscar Alley, I rene Colliver, Jan e Arrasmith,
Boone Caudill.
Bottom Row : Christine Willi ams, Overby Hu tc hinso n, George B lessing, Gladys Allen,
Mart ha Hall.

JUNIOR CLASS
MEMBERS
AS A ADKIN S
DAVID ADKI NS
ELMER ALEXANDER
ROBERT ALLEY
GLADYS ALLEN
MITCH EL ALLEN
WISTON ALLEN
W . M . ALLEN
OSCAR ALLEY
RICHMOND ARNETT
JANE ARRASMITH
EDNA BARKER
CURTIS BRADFORD
L UT HER BRADLEY
SAM BRADLEY
MARVEL BROWN
GEORGE BLESSING
Roy CARTER
MRS. JOHN CAUDILL
ROGER CAUDILL
MILDRED CARTER
IRENE COLLIVER

J . H . CORDLE
BOONE CAUDILL
MOBA DAVIDSO N
MARGARET D UNN
MARY D UNN
HOMER ESTEP
OPAL EVANS
ROBERT FANNIN
W . K. FLETCHER
EVA GILLIAM
Roy HOGGE
C ARL HOLCOMB
EMORY HORTON
MARTHA HALL
OVERBY H UTCHINSON
VIRGINIA HOWARD
DORA HUTCHINSON
MOSE HANEY
EDITH HARTLEY
ELIJAH HOGG
BERT KIZER
ELIZABETH LITTLE
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MARY LYKINS
L ucy MA NN I NG
SAM MA UK
JE SSE McBRAYER
LILLIE MOORE
OLGA PI CKLESIMER
GERTRUDE RICHARDSON
JOSEPH RIDDLE
RENA ROARK
J . H. ROWE
EDGAR R UDD
T. D. SAVAGE
BEATRICE SKAGGS
HAZEL SKAGGS
MATTIE STEWART
DORIS V AN HOOK
MADGE V AN HORN
MABEL V AN HORN
WINIFRED WALKER
MI NN IE WELLS
CH RISTINE WILLIAM S

p

HAROLD BLAIR

HERM AN LYONS

ALLENE WALTZ

SOPHOMORE CLASS
MEMBERS
HAROLD BLAIR
EULA FYFFE
EDNA GABBARD
LIGON KESLER
HERMAN LYONS
ALLEN MAJORS
GEORGE MCBRAYER
LULA MCBRAYER

O SCAR PALMER
AGNES PAYNE
DORLENE PORTER
LJLA RICHARDSON
VERNIE SKAGGS
PEARL STINSON
FLOSSIE THOMAS
ALLENE WALTZ
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BILLY WHITT
Beautiful

JAMES ARNETT
Handsome
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RAYMOND HALL

Popular

CARNIE BRADLEY

Popular

ACTIVITIES
........................................

Publications

1932 RACONTEU R
RALPH M. H UDSON
MISS EXER ROBINSON
NEVILLE FINCEL
MISS HENRY ETTA STONE
Fam~lty

A dvisers

JAMES MAGGARD

E ditor-in-Chief
ASSO C IATE EDITORS

JAME S MAGGARD

E ditor -in-Chief

K ATHRYN FRIEND . . .. Associate E ditor
RALEIGH K. STALLARD. A ssociate Edit or
JANET MAXEy ... . Contributing E dito r
SYLVIA GRAHAM . . Contributing Editor
WILLIAM CRUTCHER . . .... .. . . . Sports
K ATHRYN HORSLEy .. . .. .. . . Activities
EMORY ROGERS . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . A l~~mni
LAUREN MA'l' HIS . .. . . . . . . . . . F eatur es
SCOTTY HANKINS . .... . .. .. . F eatures
GEORGE SCOTT .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . Humor
RAYMOND HALL . . . . . . . . . . High School
NORMAN STEVENS ....... . . . ... . . . A rt

Top R ow : Hall, Friend, Scott, Queen.
B ottom R ow : Horsley, Wolford, Barbour, Stevens.
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1932 RACONTEUR
CHARLES CLARK

Business Manager
BUSINESS STAFF
LESLIE WHITE

ARTHUR BARBER

ASSISTANT EDITORS
CURRALEEN EVANS ...•....... . Sports
MRS. W. C. LAPPIN . . .. .. .. . Activities
MYRTLE MORGAN . . . . . . . . . Senior Class
DORIS QUEEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Snapshots
JOE WOLFORD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Snapshots
IRENE BARBOUR ... . . . . . . . . . Snapshots
RICHARD HAMILTON ... Office Assistant
LILLIAN STRAUGHAN .. Office Assistant
MRS. ROSE BRADLEY ...... . .... Typist

C HARLES CLARK

Business Manager

Top Row: Mathis, Maxey, Clark, Straughan.
Bottom R dw: White, Bradley, Stallard, Evans.
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MRS.

R. L . HOKE

Faculty Adviser
JANET MAXEY

Editor-in-Chie/
SHARON WILLIAMS

Managing Editor
ASSOCIATE EDITORS

JANET MAXEY

Editor-in-Chief

KATHRYN FRIEND .... Associate Editor
GEORGE SCOTT . . . . . . . Associate Editor
WARD PATTON ... ... . Associate Editor
WILLIAM CRUTCHER .. . . . . . . . . . Sports
CATHERINE BOWMAN . . . . . . . . . . Society
MRS. LYDA M . CAUDILL ..... . . . Alumni
MARY SUE MILLER . . .... .. . . . Features
IRENE BARBOUR . . . . . .... Organizations
SYLVIA GRAHAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . Literary

Top Row: Magarian, Friend, Bailey, Barbour, White, Porter.
Second Raw: Waltz, Straughan, Wolford, Duley, Oxley, Robertson.
Bottom Row: Williams, Stevens, Miller, Hoke, Scott, Evans.
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TRAIL BLAZER
CHARLES CLARK

Business Manag er
LILLIAN STRAUGHAN

Circulation Manag er
BUSINESS STAFF
LESLIE WHITE
ARTHUR EDWARDS
ASSISTANT EDITORS
LUSTER OXLEY . . . . . . . . . ... ... . Sports
ARTHUR BARBOUR . . .. . . ... . . . . Sports
JOE WOLFORD . . . . . . .... . . . .. .. Sports
JERRY HAMMERICK.
Sports
CURRALEEN EVANS . . . . . .. .. .. . Sports
HENRY EVANS . . . .. . . . ..... . .. Sports
OAKLEY WOOTON ... .. . . . .. ' 0 , • Sports
BLANCHE PORTER . . . . . . . . . . ... Society
MARY HAWES .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . Society
GENEYIEVE CHINN ... . . . ..... F eatures
VIRGINIA BLAIR . . . . .. ... .. . . F eatures
WILFRED WALTZ . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . Art
NORMAN STEVENS . . ... . .. .. . . .. . . Art
0

••

•

•

••

•

•••
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CHARLES CLARK

Busin ess Man ag er

r

Music and
Debating

Front Row : Conley, Branham, Ro gers, Raybourne, DeBorde, Dhect or Lewis Henry
Horton, Horsley, Hall, Payne, Miller, Branham, Denny.
Back Row: Jones, Brooks, Rogers, Magarian, Sparks, Bar bour, Jones, Gray, George,
Ball, Secrest, Mefford, Mathis.

FOSTER CHORAL CLUB
LEWIS HENRY

Director
.Assistant Director
• • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • Accompanist

HORTON .• . . • • . • • •• •••••• ••• . • •• ••• .. ••••• • • .

MARVIN

E.

LOUISE

O'REAR •.•••• ••••••• • •••

GEORGE . • . • . • • • . • . • . • . . . • . • . • . • •••••• '

GlJr'HE second season of the Foster Choral Club has been most successful.
JIL The group sang on the opening program of the Kentucky Education
Association, which met at Louisville on April 13. At this time the club
also sang for Radio Station WHAS. They presented a special program
during National Music Week and were a feature of the exercises during
Commencement Week. This year they added to their repertory several
choral arrangements of Kentucky Mountain music, some of which were
settings by the director.
First Sopranos
BLANCHE BRANHAM
KATHRYN HORSLEY
MARY S UE MILLER
VIRGINIA PAYNE

Second Sopranos
SHIRLEY DEBORDE
ELIZABETH DENNY
FLORENCE HALL
AUDREY RAYBOURNE

Altos

Ba1"iton es

ERIE BRAN HAM
VERTRI CE CONLEY
SCOTTY HANKINS
HATTIE ROGERS

Tenors

ROBERT
J. PAUL
V AHAN
LAUREN

BROOKS
JONES
MAGARIAN
MATHIS

Basses

THOMAS BALL
LAWRENCE GRAY
SILAS M EFFORD
WM. SECREST
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WOODROW BARBOUR
LESLIE JONES
THOMAS ROGERS
PAUL SPARKS

-

Left to Right: Walker, Castle, Blair, Gray, Blair, Hall, Palmer, Caudill, Smith, Lewis,
Oppenheimer, Denny, Patton, Hollis, Blair, Goodan, Oppenheimer, Hogge,
Dubbs, Adkins, Daug herty, Blessing, Director George, Blair, Caudill, Holbrook,
Holbrook, Secrest.

COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
MARVIN

E.

GEORGE •• . • .. •• . ••••••••••• • • . ••••••• • • •• • . • . ••

Director

GlIf HE orchestra in its present form was organized during the second
JIL semester of this school year. It is comprised primarily of younger
and beginning st udents.
exercises.
Violins
JACK LEWIS
VIRGINIA SMITH
MARTHA HALL
VIRGI NIA CAUDILL
E. V . HOLLIS
ED GOODAN
W ILLIAM DUBBS
HAROLD ALLEN
BILLY DUBBS
J . T. DAUGHERTY

Violas
KATHERINE BLAIR
GALEN CASTLE
HAROLD BLAIR

They were a feat ure of t he commencement

Cellos

Bassoon

MARI AN L . OPPENHEIMER

MURVEL BLAIR

ELIZABETH DENNY

Cornets

Bass
ALBERT PATTON

Double Basses
LAWRENCE GRAY
OSCAR PALMER

Clarinets

EUJ AH HOGGE

LEO OPPENHEIMER

Trombones
EUGENE CALVERT
WILLIAM HOGGE

RUTH MARIAN HOLBROOK
MAXINE CAUDILL
GEORGE BLESSING
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Horn
ELMER TACKETT

,.

J. PAUL JO NES,

F.

HALL, MARY

S.

MILLER,

L.

MATHIS.

MERRY MINSTREL MUSICALE
~

N outstanding feature of the Foster Choral Club's second season

~ was the "Merry Minstrel Musicale" presented by the club in t he

College Auditorium on March 15. The usual minstrel "first-part" opened
with the club singing a choral arrangement of "Dixie" and closed with
"Camptown Races." Emory Rogers was immaculate in the office of interlocutor and was enthusiastically received when he sang "Mandalay." The
end men were John Paul J ones and Lauren Mathis; the end women were
Florence Hall and Mary Sue Miller. Solos and ensembles, recitations
and "gags" made up this minstrel "fir st-part." Oothers who sang individually or helped in other specialties were: Blanche Branham, Erie
Branham, Lawrence Gray, Robert Brooks, Vahan Magarian and Calvin
Barndollar. There followed a series of three brief vaudeville acts and
t he performance closed with a simulation of a choral program being
rendered in a broadcasting station.

Left to Right: Blair, Blessing, Holbrook, Holbrook, Caudill, Secrest, Caudill, Hogge,
Riddle, Oppenheimer, Adkins, Tackett, Nickell, Goodan, Palmer, Mauk, Dalton,
Calvert, Hall, Caudill, Johnson, Director George, Riddell, Blair, Blair.

THE COLL EGE BA ND
MARVIN

E.

GEORGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. Director

GIIr HE

fall of 1931 was the first time in the history of Morehead State
Teachers College that a marching band played at the athletic events.
Prof. Marvin E . George, who came to Morehead in September to take over
the instrumental work, brought about this result. The band appeared on
two chapel programs and was heard in a number of concerts before and
at commencement.

JIL

Cornets
WILLIAM SECREST
ELIJ AH HOGGE
ROGER CAUDILL
ASA ADKINS, JR.
LEO OPPENHEIMER
JAMES JOHNSON

Altos
WILLIAM HOGGE
ELMER TACKETT
RICHARD HAMILTON

Baritone
ED GOODAN

Trombones
HAROLD BLAIR
EUGENE CALVERT
ROGER RIDDELL
JOHN PAUL JONES

Clarinets
MAXINE CAUDILL
RUTH M . HOLBROOK
KATHERINE BLAIR
GEORGE BLESSING
BEATRICE HOLBROOK

Basses
OS CAR PALMER
ALBERT PATTON
BOONE CAUDILL
M URVEL BLAIR

HOWARD JOYNER
VIRGIL REDWINE
ELWOOD LEWIS

Drums
Drum Major
RAYMOND HALL
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LOGAN RIDDLE
J OHN PAUL NICKELL

,.

Top Row.. Moody, Magarian, Bailey, Coconaug her.
Bottom RO'w.. Goodwin, Coach Lloyd, Friend.

DEBATE TEAM

I

NTEREST in debating at Morehead was characterized by lack of interest on the part of many students when the new director, Professor
Arthur Y. Lloyd, issued a call for debating material. A squad composed
of Kathryn Friend, Beatrice Goodwin, Everett Coconaugher, Lloyd Moody,
Vahan Magarian and George Bailey was selected by a faculty committee.
The season began with the unexpected arrival of a team from MorrisHarvey College through a misunderstanding of dates. After losing the
decision to the West Virginians, the team settled down to real work and
emerged with a winning streak that has not been marred at the time this
sketch goes to press. The girls' t eam fared even better by starting their
schedule with a unanimous decision over Berea College girls.
In addition to the above named schools the schedule includes such
institutions as Transylvania College, Asbury College, the University of
Louisville, and the University of Cincinnati. Morehead has every reason
to be proud of the manner in which the Debate team acquitted themselves.
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Top Row: Goodwin, Bailey, Lloyd, Moody, Armes.
Second Row: Sparks, Howard, Clark, White, Brooks.
Bottom Row: Magarian, Huff, Coconaugher, Craig, Wolford.

LLOYD DEBATING CLUB
OFFICERS
CHARLES CLARK ... . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . .... ... .... ..... President
ELLA ARMES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First Semester Vice-President
LLOYD MOODy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Second Semester Vice-President
J. H. COYLE ... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... . Secretary
FRANK CRAIG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First Semester Sergeant-at-Arms
PAUL SPARKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Second Semester Sergeant-at-Arms
A. Y. LLOYD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director and Sponsor

GlJr'HE club is named after its founder and sponsor, A. Y. Lloyd. It is a
JIL new organization on the campus, being organized for the purpose of
promoting an interest in the art of public speaking and intramural debating, as well as to furnish competent material for future debating teams.
Like most institutions of this kind that are founded for the purpose
of their educational and cultural benefits, its growth will not be sudden,
but records show its increase in membership to be constant. It is the aim
of the club in the fut ure to widen its program to sponsor more debates,
social functions and various activities on the campus.
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Organizations

r

,..

Top Row: Martindale, Dobbyns, Joyner.
Bottom Row: Henry, Thompson, Trimble, Hanes.

THOMPSON HALL
Student Council

GJ[ HE first Men's Student Council at

Morehead State Teachers College
was organized in the fall of 1931. Mrs.
Martha Blessing, the dean of men,
originated the idea of the council to
assist her in the administrative work in
Thompson Hall. The Student Council
was elected by the men living in the
Hall, and the purpose of this representative body was to deal conscientiously
with all problems which arose in the
dormitory. Four members were appointed to officiate on each floor and the
working form of the organization is the
chairman, the various members, and the
dean who acts as an advisory member.
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HERALD HEABERLIN

Chairman
First Semester

Top Row: Simons, Henry, Evans, Jones, Napier.
Bottom Row: Bach, Wooton, Williams, Oxley, Ball, Craig.

THOMPSON HALL
Studen t Council

BRUCE DORSEY

Chairman
Second Semeste1·

ClJr'HE Men's Student Council has beJIL come one of the most outstanding
organizations on the campus. It has
been able to meet and solve the various
problems which have confronted it, and
has proved its ability as an incentive
for voluntary enforcement of regulations in Thompson Hall. The members
are trained for leadership which will be
of great value to them when they have
problems to meet in other fields. The
increase in the popularity of the council
was shown by the sixty-seven percent
vote for its continuation, compared to
the fifty-five percent vote for its organization.
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Top Row: Brock, Chinn, Hammerick, Straughan, Robin son, Ja ckson, Brown, H oward.
S econd Row: Hall, Cantrill, Payne, Bowers, Wilson, Ru sher, Newberry, Belford.
Third R ow: Bowman, Halbert, Wells, Reeves, Butcher, Adams, Gambill, H orsley.
Bottom Row: Mobley, Reeves, Horsley, Wilson, Johnson, Earwood, Burke, Polly.

NIWATORI CLUB
O FFICERS
BERTHA B ROCK .. . ... . . . . . . • . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . President
G ENEVIEVE CHINN . .. . . . .. . ... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. Vice-President
LILLIAN STRAUGHAN . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . Secretary
JERRY H AMMERICK . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... .. . Treasurer
EXER ROBINSON . . . . . . . .. .... . ... .. . . .. ..... .. . ...... . . . . . . . Sponsor

COMMITTEES

Social

Decoration

VIOLA BOWERS
CATHERINE BOWMAN
HA TTIE ROGERS
VIRGINIA PAYNE

EVELYN LEWIS
TRESSIE M . J AC KSON
MADGELINE DURHAM
MILLICENT HORSLEY

Motto:

Fac'ing Life with a Smile.

Top Row: Borders, Skaggs, Hall, Fryman, Caudill, Harvey, Johnson , Carty.
Second Row: F ea r is, McDavid, Manning, Hale, Rice, Ro gers, Heathe, Gilliam.
Third Row : White, Stephens, Skaggs, Wilso n, Durham, Lewis, Crisp, Spr iggs.
B ottom Row: Lewis, Horsley, Scott, Barbour, Howard, Arnett, Fraley, Burke.

NIWAlORI CLUB
GlIr HE NIWATORI club was organized in September,
.JIL bership is composed of girls in Allie Young Hall.

1931. Its memThe purpose of
the club is to create a social and friendly atmosphere in the hall.
. The club meets every · Saturday night. The program consists of
games, talks, songs and the initiation of new members. The members
have enjoyed a variety of activities, such as, parties, teas, a week of smiles
when a penny was charged for a frown , big sister week, courtesy week
and friendship week.
One of the aims of the dub is to help improve the appearance of the
campus. Their first venture was to beautify the spot in front of the
entrance to the hall :by planting shrubbery, the background is in green
with red letters A, Y, H , in the center. They believe that "A thing of
beauty is a joy forever."
Efforts in clubs of this kind helps to bind permanently the interest
of the girls to the school.
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E.

GULLEY

F.

HALL

M. WILLIAMS

Y. W. C. A.
OFFICERS
FLORENCE HALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
ELSIE GULLEy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. , ... .... . . . . . . . Vice-President
MABEL WILLIAMS . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . Secretary-Treasurer
CURRALEEN C. SMITH . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . . ...... . . .. .... . .... Sponsor

W. C. A. has developed in the last three years to be one of the
leading organizations on the campus. There are two objectives toward which the Y. W. C. A. bends its efforts. One is to make the Vesper
services on Sunday evening both interesting and inspirational, keeping
before the girls the high ideals of clean living. The other activities is the
development of a student loan fund for girls. More than twenty girls
have been enabled to remain in school through this fund.

GllIHE Y.

-JIL

The Y. W. C. A., the only national organization for girls on the
campus, has conducted several beneficial projects. Just before the Christmas holidays, the entire club took part in a Christmas pageant. PreLenten sunrise services were sponsored by the club. A recreational room
in the basement of Fields Hall was furnished by the club for the girls of
the college. Through activities of this kind the Y. W. is exercising a
strong influence for good on the campus.
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Top Row: Armes, Simons, Goodwin, Sparks, Blair, Clark, Harmon.
Second Row: Evans, Everett, Martin, Friend, Simons, Evans, Patton.
Third Row: Power, Wooton, Maxey, Wolford, F :ryman, Scott, Robertson.
Bottom Row: Coconaugher, Allen, Rowland, Denny, Kershner, Hendrix, Williams.

REVELLERS DRAMATI C CLUB
OFFICERS
GEORGE SCOTT . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . . . ... .. .. President
MARY EVERETT ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. Vice-President
KATHRYN FRIEND . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . , ..... . . . . . . . . . Treas'urer
JANET MAXEy . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ... Secretary
MISS MAUDE HARMON . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ..... .. ..... ' " .. . .... Sponsor
MISS VIRGINIA AYERS . ...~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . .. .. . Director

I

N 1930, Professor Neville Fincel organized and directed for the
development of student dramatic talent, a student dramatic club to
play under the name of the "Revellers". Two plays were successfully
produced during the first year.

The Revellers' second season has been very capably sponsored by
Miss Maude Harmon. Early in the fall a vaudeville was successfully
staged and in the late spring the comedy "Daddies" was presented before
a capacity house. Farris Hendrix and Sylvia Graham played the feminine
leads and the "Daddies" were Vincent Simons, John Simons, Paul Sparks,
George Scott and Ward Patton. Miss Harmon and Miss Ayers directed
this presentation.

I

,l

II'

Top Row: Barbour, Clark, Friend, Oxley, Hoke, Simons, Robertson.
Second Row : Magarian, White, Wolford, Waltz, Williams, Bailey.
Bottom Row: Duley, Patton, Maxey, Evan s, Porter, Moody, Straughan.

PERI ESTOTES
OFFICERS
CHARLES CLARK ... ...•.. . .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . President
KATHRYN FRIEND .. . .. . ... . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vic e-President
BLANCHE PORTER .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . . . . Secretary-Treas~~rer

ltr\ ERI

ESTOTES means "standing around" or "'being on the spot", as
all good reporters should be. The first press club in the history of
the college was organized and directed by lVIrs. R. L. Hoke, in connection
with the journalism class and the college publication the Trail Blazer.

JLU

lVIembership is limited to the staff of the paper and the journalism
class. Full-time membership is awarded those who have had five articles
published in the paper or who have given valuable service in some department for an entire semester. Associate membership is conferred upon
a person who has had one article printed or 'who has given some valuable
service.
The club is very capably sponsored by lVIrs. R. L. Hoke, lVIiss Inez
Faith Humphrey, lVIiss Lucille Catlett and Dr .. R. L. Hoke.
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Top Row: Murphy, Mefford, Hamilton, Barbour, Forbes.
Bottom Ro'w: Virgin, Catron, Tur ner, Raybourne, Evans.

LE CLUB FRANCAIS
OFFICERS
MADEMOISELLE H AM ILTON ... . . . . . . . ... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
MADEMOISELLE BARBOUR .. .. . ..... ..... .... ... .. .. Secretaire-Tresorier
MADEMOISELLE T URNER ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Directeur des Programmes

If 'AU TOMNE passe Ie Club Ie premier the de la saison, auquel
JIL9 dames et les messieurs de la Faculte du College furent invites.

les

Le dix-huit decembre Ie Club presenta " Le Tresor de Bonheur",
fantaisie en trois actes. Lia presentation fut tout a fait artistique et
promit aux H udiants du Club un avenir accable d'efforts et couronne de
succes.
Au mois de fevrier Ie Club in vita pour la deuxieme de l'annee
scholaire, les gens de la Faculte, a un 'quatre-heures' the. Ce fut une
occasion remarquable puisqu'on a trouve que chaque effort amene plus de
succes et que chaque resultat apporte plusd'eclat que Ie precedant.
Le Club a pour but: d'encourager et de cultiver les talents des
etudiants de franc;ais; de leur rendre capwbles de parler franc;ai s et de Ie
comprendre; de connaitre la France et Ie peuple franc;ais et de les aimer
tous deux.

rIII J

Top Row .. Scott, Stacy, Creacy, Turner, Gambill.
S econd Row .. Kitson, Blessing, Mathis.
Bottom Row.. Power, Mefford, Peyton, Barbour, Parsons.

DER DEUTSCHE VEREI N
OFFICERS
FRAuLEIN RUTH TARLTON POWER . . ... . .. ... .......... . . . .. . Prasident
HERR LAUREN MATHIS .. .. ....... .... .. . ..... .... . .... Vice-Prasident
FRAuLEIN MAE PEYTON .. .................. Secretiir und Cassenfuhrer
FRA ULEIN SHEPARD ................... . . . ...... . .. ........ . Fiihrerin

D

ER DEUTSCHE VEREIN gibt den studenten die Gelegenheit Deutsch zu
sprechen und zu singen. Man spricht von Deutschland, von den
deutschen Leuten, von den deutschen Gebrauchen und den deutschen
Traditionen. Man sigt deutsche Lieder und hort deutsche Musik. AIle
Studenten, die Deutsch studieren oder studiert haben, werden eingeladen.
Der Deutsche Verein bietet alIe zwei Wochen ein Programm.
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Left to Right.. Redwine, Grigsby, H olbrook, Heaberlin, Caudill, Clay, Perry, Evans,
. Coconaugher, Prichard, Ball, Nickell, Vanhoose, Williams, Martin, Coach Downing,
Leedy, Elliott, Henry, Kershner, Martindale.

11M" CLUB
OFFICERS
JAMES MAGGARD .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
AUSTIN RIDDLE .... . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . ... . . Secretary-Treasurer
DR. ROY E. GRAVES ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ..... .... .. .. . . . ..... Sponsor
G. E. DOWNING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsor

WEARERS OF THE "M"
TOM BALL

CLELL LEEDY

CURT CAUDILL

J AMES

PERCY CAUDILL

WILLIAM MARTIN

RICHARD CLAY

PARNELL MARTINDALE

MAGGARD

EVERETT COCONAUGHER

DAVID NICKELL

Roy CORNETTE

LUSTER OXLEY

FOSTER ELLIOTT

TED PERRY

OVERTON EVANS

WATT PRITCHARD

PETE GRIGSBY

FRED REDWINE

HERALD HEABERLIN

GORDON VANHOOSE

PAUL HENRY

CHARLEY WILLIAMS

ALLIE HOLBROOK

KASH WILLIAMS

GORDON KERSHNER

OAKLEY WOOTON
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Top Row: Borders, Williams, Ward, Daniels, Robinson, Walters, Conley, Layne, Layne,
Butcher, Howard.
Second Row: Daniels, W ebb, Cantrell, Stapleton, Crisp, Wrig ht, Ward, Stapleton, McClafferty, McKenzie.
Third Row: Bailey, Dorton, Jones, Wells, Bashford, Johnson, Vanhoose, Conley, Castle,
Gullett, Ward.
Bottom Row: Williams, Daniels, Vaughan, Daniels, Evans, Lemaster, Trimble, P icklesimer, Davis, Stapleton, Caudill.

JOHNSON COU:NTY CLUB
OFFICERS
D UEL WILLIAMS .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..... President
WILLIS STAPLETON . . . . . . ... . .. . ... . . . . . . . ... ... .. . . . . Vice-President
GENEVA BUTCHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .... . . Secretary
WALTER MCKENZIE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . _ ... .. . .. . ... .... .. . Treasurer
EXER ROBINSON . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsor

_lIr OHNSON COUNTY, located in the eastern
<2.lJ! a county in 1843. Paintsville, the county

part of the state became
seat, is located near the
Big Sandy River. Long before the first white settlers came to the Big
Sandy Valley, the Indians roamed the hills and valleys. In their dialect,
which was musical and expressive, our Big Sandy River was known a s
Chat-ter-a-wha. Interpreted it meant "River of sand-bars."
Every Johnson 'c ountian tells with pride the old legends of pioneer
days. It is always interesting to hear the story of a young girl by the
name of Jennie Wiley who was captured by the Indians, and of her daring
escape; of Swift's Silver Mine; and how the creeks and villages received
their names. The county is rich in scenic beauty and historic lore.
[114]
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Top Rotv: Everman, Boggs, Webb, Wolford, Hogge, Craig, Malone, Stallard, Prater,
Nolan, Fultz,
Second Row: Durham, Burchett, Cook, Cartwright, Burton, Rogers, Cain, Zornes,
Tackett, Terry.
Third Row: Jacobs, Everman, Porter, Bartee, Relaford, Connelley, Duncan, McDavid,
Erwin, Tackett.
Bottom Row: Haggan, Stewart, Rogers, Sammons, Reeves, Reeves, Underwood, Raybourne, Wilburn, F ultz, Lewis.

CARTER COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
R. K. STALLARD . ... . ... . . ...... ..... . .... . ... . .. . . .... . . .. President
ERMA EVERMAN .... . . . . . . . . . ... ... . ....... . ..... . ... . Vice-President
ROXIE FULTZ ... . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... .............. . Secretary-Treasurer
JOE WOLFORD .... . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
HENRY C. HAGGAN ... . ..... . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsor
~ ARTER COUNTY was formed in 1838. One of '-he most attractive
features of Carter county is its scenery consIsting of a wealth of
wild hill and gorge country. There are many caves in this section, the
most outstanding of which are Carter Caves, Cascade Caverns, and the
Olingonunk Caves. Several natural bridges are located in the county, one
of them rivaling the beauty of the famous Natural Bridge of Virginia.
The Tygarts Valley with its rugged canyons, towering cliffs, evergreen
foliage, and its subteranean wonders is destined to become an outstanding
park and resort region.

'4l.J
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T op Row : Scott, Payne, Kitson, Mefford, Martin, Oldham, H enry, Jacobs, Coconaugher,
Robertson.
S econd Row : Simons, Murphy, Denn y, Scott , Evan s, Colliver , A r mes, Wilson, Barnes,
Third R o'w : Ma r tindale, Turner, Had den, Bot t s, Hickerson, F r iend, Goodwin, Tincher ,
Magarian.
B ottom R ow : Keith, Scott , Rawlings, Maxey, Dorsey, E veret t, Evans, Bowman, Williams, Br ock.

BLUEGRASS CLUB
OFFICERS

•

MAYME J . TURNER . . . ... . . ... . ... . . . .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .. . .. . . President
VIRGINIA PAyNE . ; . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . ... . . ... . .... . . Vice-President
BERTHA BROCK . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . .. . .. . . . .. ... S ecre tar y-Treasurer
MARY PAGE MILTON .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. ..... ... . . . .. ... . ..... . S ponsor

r:lJI HE famous Bluegrass section of the state offers th e traveler many
JIL places of delightful scenic beauty, as well a s many points of his-

'-J

toric, romantic, and traditional interest. In this section there are some
of the finest thoroughbred horsebreeding establishments in America. One
still find s the old southern mansions of anti-bellum days in a g.tate of
remarkable preservation.
Visitors should not f ail t o see such places a s High Bridge, The Old
Camp Nelson Bridge, Dix River Dam, Shakertown, the Capitol at Frankfort, and the burial place of Daniel Boone. In Lexington there is "Ashland," the home of Henry Clay, and outside of Lexington one can see
Bryant Station and the home of Ma r y Todd, who was the wife of President Lincoln.
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Top Row: Forbes, Howard, Huffman, Virgin, Sparks, Newberry, Lewis, Gilley.
S econd Raw: McCoy, Richard s, Horne, Riley, Stephen son, Spriggs, Mitchell, Rice,
Robertson.
Third Row: White, Scott, Virg in, Ki ser, Stephens, Brown, Johnson, Belford, Dupu y .
Bottom Row: Clark, Secrest, Burnett, Joyner, Mauk, Heberlin, Johnson, John son, Bradford.

GREENUP COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
LESLIE WHITE ... ... . ... . . .. .. . ... .... . .. .. . ..... .. . . . . . . . President
BESSIE STEPHENS .. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. . . ... . . ... . Vic e-President
Lucy SCOTT .... .... .. .. . .... . . ..... .. ... . . ...... Secretary-Tr easurer
JOE WILLIS MAUK . . . . . . . .. ..... .... . .... . ... . ... . . Sergeant-at-Arms
LUCILLE CATLETT . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsor

tff0

REENUP COUNTY, in the northern tip of the eastern Kentucky
The Little Sandy River and
Tygarts Creek flow northward into the Ohio River through the county.
Greenup county is a part of the Cumberland Plateau and the hills are
rather steep and narrow and generally timbered.
~ coal fields, was organized in 1803.

This district was rather densely populated by the Indians prior to
the arrival of the white man. Several times in past years mounds have
been uncovered which have contained interesting pre-historic materials.
The only white village in Kentucky before settlement of Harrodsburg was
in this region, and many tales of the old pioneer life are related concerning
the county.
[ 117]

Top Row: Lewis, Holbrook, Calvert, Thorne, Lewis, Crostwaite, Messer, Lewis.
S econd Row: Calvert, Fryman, Miller, Hamm, Catron, Prather, Cassidy, Holbrook.
Third Rdw: Cassidy, Waltz, Blair, Blair, Caudill, Duley, Williams, Holbrook.
Bottom Row: Dillon, Prichard, Smith, Scaggs, Riddle, Hall, Waltz, Caudill, Hackney.

ROWAN COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
Roy CASSIDy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
CHARLOTTE DULEy . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
MAXINE CAUDILL . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Secretary-Treasurer
TED L. CROSTWAITE . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
LUCILLE CATLETT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Sponsor

R

OWAN COUNTY is situated within the "knobs belt" and few parts
of Kentucky can rival its scenic beauty. The county was named in
honor of Judge John Rowan an eminent jurist and statesman.
Diversified manufacturing, which is brought about largely by the rich
mineral resources of the district, is carried on in the county.
Morehead State Teachers College which was once a church school and
which was taken over by the state in 1923 is one of Kentucky's outstanding schools. The school was made possible <by the untiring efforts of
Rowan county's most prominent citizen, Senator Allie W. Young.
[ 118 1

Top Row: Fearis, Horsley, Dickerson, Beckner, Heathe, Queen, Silvey, Gilliam.
Second Row : Horsley, Malone, Poynter, Bate, Harrison, Chinn, Howard.
Bottom Row: Howard, Hammerick, Howard, Esham, O'Cull, Thomas, Esham, Horsley.

LEWIS COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
CLIFTON POyNTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... President
HENRY BATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Vice-President
DORIS QUEEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .......... Secretary
HANNA MAE HORSLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer
WAYNE HARRISON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
A. Y. LLOYD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsor

lIr EWIS COUNTY is
JIL.9 In shape it is very

situated on the outer edge of the "knobs belt".
unique since it resembles a cream pitcher which
has an elongated and narrow spout. The county was named after Captain Meriweather Lewis.

Lewis county has large quantities of limestone and many different
types of gravel, which is found in the flood plain and channel of the
Ohio river. There is a great amoull.t of timber in this county, and the
hardwood industry has been developed to quite an extent. Vanceburg is
the largest town in the county.
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Top Row: Ball, Thompson, Thompson, Brown, Evans, West, Lloyd, Davis.
Second Row: Patton, Branham, Branham, Wheeler, Blankenship, Gambil, Patton.
Bottom Row: Hinkle, Clay, Sparks, Kazee, Short, McGranahan, Dobbyns, Blankenship.

LAWRENCE COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
TOM BALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
MABEL WILLIAMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
GENEVA BLANKENSHIP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
WOODROW JORDAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
A. Y. LOYD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sponsor

1Ir A WRENCE COUNTY was established in 1821 and was named after
JIL9 Captain James Lawrence of the 'United States Navy. The county is
situated in the extreme eastern part of the state on the waters of the Big
Sandy River.
From 1805 until 1807 over 8,000 bear skins were collected by hunters
in the region of the Big Sandy and Kanawha Rivers. These skins were
sent to Europe to make hats for the grenadiers of the European armies.
One of the oldest patents in Kentucky was issued by the crown of
Great Britain in 1772 to John Fry for two thousand and eighty-four acres
embracing the town of Louisa in this county. The survey upon which the
patent was issued was made by General George Washington about 1770,
and upon the beginning corner he cut the initials of his name. During
the Civil War, Louisa was a fort for the Union Army.

Top Row: Kendall, Leedy, White, Flannery, Manning, Redwine, Prichard.
Second Row: Bayes, Brown, White, Parsons, Howard, Skaggs, Brown, Mobley.
Bottom Row: Skaggs, Redwine, Leedy, Brinkley, Gray, Davis, Fraley.

ELLIOTT COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
CLELL LEEDY .. ............... ........... ................. President
FRED REDWINE ........ . . . ... .... .. . .................. Vice-President
BLANCHE PARSONS .................... . . .. .. ..... Secretary-Treasurer
BERT WHITE ..... .... ............ ... ... .... ........ Sergeant-at-Arms
DR. RUSSELL F. TERRILL .... ....... ....... .. ......... . . .... . Sponsor

V

LLIOTT COUNTY is . an oval shaped region situated in the northeastern part of the state. It was formed in 1869 and was named
after Judge John M. Elliott, a resident of Bath county and Circuit Judge
of the Thirteenth Judicial District.

JIL9

Elliott county is surrounded by high hills on three sides, and the
waters from these hills shed outwardly into the Big Sandy and Licking
rivers and inwardly into the Little Sandy river.
Sandy Hook is the largest town in the county, and it has recently
been connected with U. S. Highway No. 60. The drive from Sandy
Hook to the highway presents one of the most picturesque scenes in the
state.
[ 121
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Top Row: Arnett, Allen, Carty, Rudd, Willis, McFarland, Dunn.
Second Row: Arnett, Jackson, Arnett, Reed, May, Owens, Owens, Caudill.
Bottom Row: Dunn, Kizer, Harvey, Vanderpool, Vanderpool, Rice, Fisher.

MAGOFFI N COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
ERMA CAUDILL .... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ... ... President
EDNA HARVEy .... . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
GERTRUDE CARTy ... ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . ... . Secretary-Treasurer
REX ADAMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-A rms
HENRY COATES . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsor

M

AGOFFIN COUNTY is centrally situated in the eastern part of
Kentucky. Its outline resembles the silhouette of a huge bunch
of grapes. The county was established in 1860 and was named after
Beriah Magoffin, who was governor of Kentucky at the time. Mr. Magoffin was reputed to be one of the wealthiest men in Kentucky during
his day.

The leading industry of the county is lumbering. In the town of
Royalton there is a large mill which is operated by the Dawkins Log and
Mill Company. Magoffin county furnishes more than two-thirds of the
oil production credited to the Johnson-Magoffin field. The gas which
comes from the county is used to augment the supply for the cities of
Lexington and Louisville.

•

Top Row: Halbert, Hale, Clarke, Combs, Lewi.s, Cornett, Wells.
Second Row: Hammond, Hale, Allen, Rusher, ,Francis, Hammond.
Bottom Row: Lane, Johnson, Francis, Yonts" Bailey, Hicks, Allen.

KNOTT -FLOYD COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
WILLIARD JOHNSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
HELENA MONTANA LAYNE . .... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
WALLACE B. FRANCIS . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
WOODROW CONN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms

lIP NOTT

COUNTY is one of the typical mountain counties of eastern
Kentucky. It was formed in 1884 and was named in honor of J .
Proctor Knott who was governor at the time the county was created.

~

The famous Carr Creek basketball team came from this county.
These boys were known not only in Kentucky but became nationally
lauded athhletes at the national tournament in Chicago.
Floyd county, whose map resembles that of the state of Illinois, is
situated in the heart of the coal fields in eastern Kentucky. The county
was named after John Floyd, who was eminent among the early men of
Kentucky. Colonel Floyd was a surveyor of renown, a pioneer leader, and
a fighter of Indians.
[ 123]
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Top Row: Bailey, Bradley, Latham, Hendrix, Crain, Carpenter.
Second Row: 'Wilson, Wilson, Gray, Tackett, Jones.
Bottom Row: Warner, Markland, Riddell, Coyle, Butcher, Cassity.

BATH COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
C. R. WILSON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ................. President
MRS. BURNE TACKETT ............ . ........... .. . ..... . Vice-P1'esident
IDABEL BAILEy .................................. Secretary-Treasurer
LUCILLE CATLETT ......... ... ... . ... ...... .................. Sponsor

D.

ATH COUNTY was created in 1811 and is said to have derived its

JlLc) name from the great number of medicinal springs which are within
its borders.
An object of particular interest is the old Owings House in Owingsville. It was erected in 1811 by the rugged pioneer gentleman, Colonel
Thomas Owings. Colonel Owings brought the house piece by piece from
Baltimore. A huge cellar extends under the entire house, and it is said
that this cellar was once used as quarters for slaves. General Lafayette
and King Louis Philippe of France are reported to have stopped at this
historic site.
Olympia Springs, a famous resort for many decades and a place noted
for its medicinal waters, is one of the noteworthy places of interest in
Bath county. The old hotel can be seen from the winding road which
passes the springs.
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Top Row: Perry, Elam, Trimble, Lewis, Mathis, Johnson.
Second Row: Spradling, Elliott, Barbour, Bach, Barbour.
Bottom Row: Peyton, Blevins, Haney, Keeton, Barker.

MORGAN COUN TY CLUB
OFFICERS
OPA McKENZIE.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .... President
BERNARD STACy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
ZOLA HANEY . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SecretarY-Treasurer
CLIFFORD BLEVINS .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
MRS . H. H. DUBBS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : .. . .. .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsor

M

ORGAN COUNTY is situated in the eastern part of the state. The
county was formed in 1822 and was named in honor of General
Daniel Morgan, who was an officer of the Revolutionary war. General
Morgan was taken prisoner during the seige of Quebec and after his
release led a regiment of riflemen at the battle of Saratoga.

Along the Blackwater creek and in the valley of Licking river there is
a large quantity of limestone which is suitable for many kinds of construction purposes.
One of the oldest oil fields in Kentucky is located near this region,
and it is the general belief that there is a future for oil in the cou::ty.

Top Row: Damron, Bailey, Burke, Johnson, Fields.
Second Row: Blair, Kershner, Craycraft, Gillum, Fitch.
Bottom Row: Hazlett, Dobbs, Hazlett, Kufahl, Earwood.

BOYD COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
WALTER B. DOBBS ........................... .. ........... President
HELEN CRAyCRAFT .................... . ............... Vice-President
Lucy FIELDS .... ................................ Secretary-Treasurer
EDDIE KUFAHL .... . ......... . .................... . Sergeant-at-Arms

lJQ

OYD COUNTY was established in 1860 and named after Linn Boyd,

JIlc.) who served in congress for"Kentucky for eighteen years.
On the south bank of the Ohio River, and situated five miles west of
Ashland, lies the plant of the American Roller Mills Company which is
one of the leading steel production companies in the United States. The
metropolis of Boyd county is Ashland, the city "Where coal meets iron."
The city is also known for its great athletic teams, especially in football. The Ashland High School football team, better known as the
"Terrible Tomcats," is noted over the entire United States. For the last
four years the Tomcats have been crowned the undisputed champions of
Kentucky. Ashland High School also produces the two well known baseball teams, the "Tomcats" and the "Kittens."

Top Row: Stacy, Napier, Bowers, Allen, Combs.
Second Row: Napier, Napier, Wooten, Napier, Smith.
Bottom Row: Gabbard, Campbell, Davidson, Combs, Begley.

PERRY COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
OAKLEY WOOTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... .. ... ... ... President
JASPER A. SMITH . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . Vice-President
MARY NAPIER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
SHERRILL NAPIER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms

lIr\ ERRY

COUNTY, in the southeastern part of the state, has the
shape of a giant inverted shoe, the toe of which is projecting westward. The county was named in honor Of Commodore Oliver Hazard
Perry, who became famous in the battle of Lake Erie in 1812.

J1LU

The principal mineral resources of Perry county are coal and oil.
Gas in commercially important quantities is contained in the Pennsylvania
sediment underlying the county. Perry is prominent among the apple
growing sections of Kentucky.
The "Appalachian Way" which is one of Kentucky's noteworthy highways crosses the county along a north and south line.
Hazard, the county seat, is in the center of coal fields, which are
described as being among the richest in the world.
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Top Row: Sturgill, Burke, Ison, Burke, Adams.
Second Row: Holcomb, Mrs. C. Holcomb, Jones, Polly, Brooks.
Bottom Row: Adams, Mrs. C. G. Adams, Whittaker, Adams, Holbrook.

LETCHER COUNTY CLUB
OFFICERS
SANFORD ADAMS ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . . . President
VERNA POLLy ... . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . .. .. Vice-President
ROBERT JONES .. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... Secretary-Treasurer
CARL HOLCOMB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
JOHN L. SULLIVAN . . . . . . . . . . .... .... ' ' ... , .. , ..... ' " .... " .SponS01"

lIr ETCHER COUNTY is in the center of the group of counties which
JI.L9 the state of Virginia and at which point the Cumberland and Pine
mountains meet.
There is mountain scenery of surpassing grandeur in this section.
Pine mountain which is the second highest in the state lies almost wholly
in this territory. Daniel Boone made his way through Pound Gap and
erected a cabin near Kona on the Kentucky river. A tributary emptying
into the river near Kona was named Boone Fork after the great pioneer.
Near the mouth of the fork stands a stump of the old Boone Beech mentioned in Kentucky history. On this beech were carlVed the words
"D. Boone 1760." A few years ago the block containing these words was
cut from the tree and taken to the museum at Washington, D. C. The
following year the old beech died.
(Continued on Page 195)
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HEARTHSTONES
KENTUCKY COUNTIES REPRESENTED
AT MOREHEAD
Bath
Bourbon
Boyd
Boyle
Breathitt
Campbell
Carter
Clark
Clinton
Elliott
Fayette
Fleming
Floyd
Franklin
Grayson
Greenup
Harlan
Henry
Jefferson
Jessamine
Johnson
Knott

Laurel
Lawrence
Letcher
Lewis
Magoffin
Martin
Mason
Menifee
Montgomery
Morgan
Nicholas
Ohio
Perry
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Rockcastle
Rowan
Scott
Wayne
Whitley
Wolfe
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ATHLETICS
..........................................

HI-LITES

F

OOTBALL practice starts as school
opens ... A likely looking bunch of
material green and otherwise ... T,he
opening battle with Concord ... Band
is out in colors ... Martindale intercepts
forward pass ... Morehead wins .. . To
London the following Saturday ... Lock
horns with Sue Bennet. .. Eagles win
by a touchdown ... "Soldier" Evans a
hero ... Morris-Harvey next ... Downing's boys go down to their first defeat ... Freshies get their chance following week ... How they drown Transy in a sea of mud, water and
touchdowns . . . and how that freshman cheering section did open up ...
Morehead varsity wins another the following Saturday from Union at
Barboursville . .. sweet revenge from the previous year ... Eastern comes
here ... So do the old grads ... A grand homecoming . . . Our Eagles
should've won ... big homecoming dance ... Alumni banquet ... Morehead
closes football season by losing game to Rio Grande at Ironton.
Basketlball season opens up ... Sue Bennet and Lee College snowed
under ... Eagles lose three in a row ... S. I. A. A. teams are hard on
Downing's boys .. . Teachers hit stride again with victories over Rio
Grande, Cedarville, and Bluefield ... four losses in a row for Morehead ...
Then a victory over Morris-Harvey to close the season .. . Seven victories .
. . . Six losses . .. Alumni game . .. grads show youngsters how game used
to be played ... Oxley and Combs higl) scorers in basketball .. . Holbrook
and Nickell finish brilliant athletic careers at Morehead.
Baseball begins .. . lots of pep ... a good team ... break even in opening
series ... "Fatty" Wooton poles longest ball ever hit here ... Another tennis
tournament . .. Alumni dinner and dance ... A good year after all ... and
we'll say it with athletes, baseballs, footballs, basketballs, tennis balls, and
what have you.
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MEN'S
ATHLETICS
~

D. DOWNING, men's
athletic director, completed another successful year's
work in piloting Eagle teams
through strenuous campaigns in
football, basketball, and baseball
during 1931 and 1932.
Coach Downing, a graduate of
the University of Kentucky and
a star athlete there, has been 'at
the head of Morehead's athletics
since the college was made a
state teacher's institution in
1923. The gratifying success
of teams representing the Morehead State Teacher's College on
the athletic field is the result of
Coach Downing's efforts to develop teams who play a hard,
clean, sportsmanlike game.

'-'lJJ:r(J)

G. D. DOWNING
Director of M en's Athletics
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WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS

M

a
graduate of the University of Minnesota, in the ·fall of
1931 became director of Physical Education for women at The
Morehead State Teachers College. Under her direction an d
leadership this department has
become one of the best known
and best liked on the campus.
ISS KATHERINE RIGGS,

MISS CATHERINE RIGGS

In addition to teaching her
regular classes, basketball teams
were organized and coached under her supervision.

Directo r of Women's Athletics

Miss Riggs has developed at
Morehead this year the newer
ideal of health education in the
women's physical education program.
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FootbaJI

Top Row: Meadows, Dalton, Prichard, Clayton, Coach Downing, Redwine, Riddle,
Heaberlin, Combs, Grigsby, Barber, Combs.
Second Row: Barlow, Horton, Evans, Maggard, Martindale, Coconaugher, Kershner,
Leedy, Henry, Caudill, Martin, Kendall.
Bottom Row: Bertr3m. Daniels, Hackney, Elam, Clay, Vanhoose, Caudill.

FOOTBAL L RESU LTS
1931
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

10.-Morehead, 6- Concord, O.
17.-Morehead, 7-Sue Bennet, O.
23.-Morehead, O-Morris-Harvey, 19.
31.-M. S. T. Frosh, 32-Transy Frosh, 7.
7.-Morehead, 12--Union, 6.
14.-Morehead, O--Eastern, O. (Homecoming)
21.-Morehead, 12-Rio Grande, 20.

Morehead total points, 69-0pponents, 52.
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SUMMARY OF FOOTBALL SEASON
~

LTHOUGH the college did not, go through the season undefeated,

~ the team won three games, lost two, and tied the Homecoming

skirmish with Eastern, traditional foe of the Eagles.
Morehead opened the grid season with victories over Concord (W.
Va.) College and Sue Bennet College. Neither Concord or Sue Bennet
were able to cross the locals' goal line.
Playing against Morris-Harvey at Huntington, W. Va., in a night
game the Eagles crashed to defeat by three touchdowns.
After playing to a scoreless tie before a thousand alumni in the
Eastern game the Morehead squad clashed next with Rio Grande College
at Ironton, Ohio. Rio Grande defeated Downing's eleven 20-12 in one
of the hardest fought contests ever played at Beechwood Stadium.
In looking over the score8 of their opponents it is found that MorrisHarvey s·c ored more points on the Eagles than anyone else and that represented but three touchdowns.
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MOREHEAD, 6CONCORD, O.
JAYNE MEMORIAL STADIUM,
MOREHEAD, KY., Oct. 10.(MNS) . - The Eagles of
Morehead Teachers' opened
their grid season her:e this
afternoon with a brilliant 6
to 0 victory over Concord (W.
Va.) College. A record crowd witnessed the Kentuckians' superiority.
After a scoreless deadlock and an exchange of punts in the first half,
Martindale, giant Morehead tackle, snagged a Concord pass early in the
third qu
and galloped
yards to place the ball in scoring
distance.
lunged off
and over the line on the next play
for the
touchdown.
uel with both quarter backs trying
thout finding them. Both teams
and though several were
display the final
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After scoring their lone
touchdown the Bagles took
the defensive, displaying a
brute tenacity that held the
big West Virginia eleven away
from the goal. Several times
however the visitors carried
the ~orehead outfit before
them until a tying touchdown
was impending.
A frenzied opening game crowd was on hand, and the
College band was out in full colors for the occasion.

~orehead

The West Virginians outgained
that extra effort on the Eagles'
a cherished victory.
Gordon Kershner acted as
with ~artindale was the most consist€~:dlJ;;-"!1:edlo'l''RlE;U::
lin and Clayton
the
~aggard and Per .'J .>V"~'
their ends ti·YrlJ.~~~
el

..
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MOREHEAD,7SUE BENNET, 0.
COLLEGE

FIELD,

LONDON,

KY., Oct. 17. - (MNS).Morehead took a front rank
in Kentucky college football
by remaining the only undefeated and untied team by defeating Sue Bennet College, 7 to 0, in a slow game this afternoon.
The winning touchdown was made late in the game after a perfect
fifty-yard run by "Soldier" Evans .
.L:.IQ,li'II'"'''

took the ball insi

Bennet's ten-yard line three times
there by the London tean;t.

'~'-'L,",''''',",
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MOREHEAD, 0MORRIS-HARVEY, 19.
PARKWAY FIELD, HUNTINGTON, W. VA., Oct. 23.-(MN

S) .-Coach "Dewey" Downing of Morehead failed to find
a workable offensive combination with his college Eagles
here tonight, and the went
down to defeat before ·the assault of a great Morris-Harvey team, 19-0.
Downing's team started off strong in the first quarter and pushed the
Morris-Harvey team back, but th
prevent a marker.
Taking advantage
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M. S. T. C. FROSH, 32TRANSY FROSH, 7.
JAYNE MEMORIAL STADIUM,
MOREHEAD, KY., Oct. 31.-{M
NS) .-Claude Clayton led a
Morehead Freshman football
team througlh mud, rain, and
sleet today to a 32-7 victory
over a Transylvania College
yearling outfit.
Clayton led Morehead's team with three touchdowns and carried the
ball to the goal line for another marker.
Transylvania scored the first touchdown in the first period with a
series of
bucks after they
covered Hackney's fumble on the
twenty
The Eaglets
the length of the field to·
knot the sc
7 all, and had
a commanding advantage of
20-7 at the

MOREHEAD, 12UNION, 6.
UNION FIELD, BARBOURSVILLE, KY., Nov. 7.-(MNS ).

-Claude Clayton of the
Morehead Teachers featured
their game here today with
Union College by interceuting
a pass and galloping ninety
yards for a touchdown.
After enjoying a strong first half the Teachers let down in the latter
part of the game and were in danger of being defeated by a fighting Union
College team.
in both the fir
quarters, while Union's lone score
The field was fast for today's
used a fast running attack. The ~'.l.lo...-cJ. Jc;a. \,l
fensive ability
Henry broke
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l e:lTtt~;U

MOREHEAD, 0EASTERN, o.
JAYNE MEMORIAL STADIUM,
MOREHEAD, KY., Nov. 14.(MNS) .-The Big Blue football team of Morehead was
held to a scoreless tie here to-.
day by a Maroon eleven of
Eastern before a homecoming
crowd of three thousand.
Both teams were keyed to a high pitch for today's battle, but it was
Morehead
gained the moral vi
as they outplayed the invaders
rtment. The
twice as much yardage and
of first downs.
team was superb in the
the fa
ning coached team to penetrate
the last minutes of the game
twenty-yard line .
. t victory
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MOREHEAD, 12RIO GRANDE, 20.
BEECHWOOD STADIUM, IRONTON, 0 ., Nov. 21.-MNS).-

Taking to the air in the last
half, Morehead almost overcame a 13-point lead of Rio
Grande College, in Ironton's
first view of a college football
game here this afternoon.
The game was played on a muddy field hampering the lighter and faster
Kentucky eleven.
Rio Grande clearly showed su
than their equal in the air.
The Ohio team scored two
fourth quarter, while Morehead
fourth quarters. The Kentucki
aerial drive that
most of the

found more

Basketball

Back Row: Williams, Johnson. Coach Downing, Evans, Caudill, Caudill.
Front Row: Wooton, Combs, Oxley, Holbrook, Vanhoose, Nickell.

BASKETBALL RESULTS
1931-1932
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Mo::ehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,
Morehead,

43-Sue Bennet, 14
60-Lee College, 22
27 -Kentucky Wesleyan, 30
24-University of Louisville, 30
14-Eastern Teachers, 32
46-Rio Grande, 20
47-Bluefield, 20
34-CedarvilJe, 23
24-University of Louisville, 30
40-Tennessee Wesleyan, 30
36-Sue Bennet, 40
26-Eastern Teachers, 40
44-Morris Harvey, 42.

Morehead, total points, 465-0ppon€nts, 373.
I I SO

I

OXLEY

COACH DOWNING

HOLBROOK

MOREHEAD, 43-SUE BENNET, 14
The Morehead Eagles inaugurated their basketball season with a
decisive victory over Sue Bennet College (London, Ky.) in the local gymnasium. Lus Oxley led the Morehead attack on the basket, but was ably
assisted in running up the score by all members of the team.

MOREHEAD, 60-LEE COLLEGE, 22
The Teachers annexed their second basketball game of the season
with a decisive victory over Lee College. The Eagles rang up 60 points
while holding Lee's to 22. Most of the visitors' points were made with
Morehead's second team playing.

MOREHEAD, 27-KENTUCKY WESLEYAN, 30
Morehead lost their first basketball skirmish of the season in a close
30-27 game. A Morehead rally in the closing minutes almost overhauled
the Winchester team.

EVANS

NICKELL

COMBS

MOREHEAD, 24-UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE, 30
Inability to hit their crips and cash in on free throws cost the Eagles
their second game in a row as they fell prey to the University of Louisville, an S. I. A. A. team, by a score of 30-24. A rally in the last part of
the game gave the Louisville five the victory.
MOREHEAD, 14-EASTERN STATE TEACHERS, 32
A large number of Morehead fans made the trip to Richmond to see
the Eagles display their poorest playing of the season to lose to Eastern.
It was the most decisive beating that Downing's men suffered all season.
MOREHEAD, 46-RIO GRANDE (OHIO), 20
Smarting from three losses in a row the Eagles returned from their
road trip to take revenge on a helpless Rio Grande five . Downing used
all the substitutes after the regulars had annexed an unbeatable advantage.
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VANHOOSE

JOHNSON

CAUDILL

MOREHEAD, 47-BLUEFIELD (W. VA.), 20
The Eagles clearly showed their class in winning their fourth victory
of the season from a highly reputed Bluefield CoUege team. The first
string scored 23 points in the first half to a lone field goal for the visiting
quintet.
MOREHEAD,34-CEDARVILLE, (OHIO), 23
Minus the services of Shelby and Sherbert Stamper, an altered Morehead lineup found power enough to defeat Cedarville College by eleven
points for their fifth victory.
MOREHEAD, 24-UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE, 30
Playing at Morehead, University of Louisville scored their second
victory over Downing's five by the same score as in the first meeting of
the two teams. The lack of a tall center cost Morehead the game.
MOREHEAD, 40-TENNESSEE WESLEYAN, 30
Combs and Oxley proved a Nemesis to Tennessee Wesleyan here,
and a ten point scoring rally in the last five minutes gave Morehead their
sixth victory. Nickell and Holbrook performed well for the Eagle also.
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1

WOClTON

WILLIAMS

KERSHNER

MOREHEAD, 36-SUE BENNET, 40
Playing listlessly at London against Sue Bennet, the Teachers lost a
close game 40-36. Wooton was best for the local five.
MOREHEAD, 26-EASTERN TEACHERS, 40
With the same dashing style that enabled them to sweep through some
of Kentucky's stmngest basketball teams, the Eastern Maroons proved
themselves superior to Morehead for the second time this season as they
waltzed through the Eagles for a decisive 40-26 victory.

MOREHEAD, 44-MORRIS-HARVEY (W. Va.), 42
Although Morehead was unable to cope with Rutter, a big blonde
West Virginian who flipped them in from all angles to score twenty-three
points, the Eagles displayed a high-powered scoring attack of their own
to climax the basketball season with a 44-42 victory over Morris-Harvey
College of Huntington, W. Va.
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Back Row: Boggs, Stallard, Pelfrey.
Front Row: Hogge, Malone, Wolford, Fultz, Barker.

COUNTY CLUB TO URNAMENT

U

NDER the leadership of Fred Malone, the Carter County basketball
team annexed their second consecutive county club tourney title.
Perry, with a strong aggregation were runners-up, losing to Carter in
the finals by a single point.
Of the four games won by Carter County in capturing the meet, three
were placed in the victory column for them by one point. They defeated
Jessamine, in the first round, 15-16, and followed with their only decisive
win by snowing Magoffin under, 32-10. Carter defeated Rowan, the
favorite, in the semi-finals, 14-13, but managed to take Perry, 20-19.
The all-tournament team as selected by officials and the sports department of the college newspaper was as follows: Forwards, Grigsby and
S. Napier of Perry County; center, Hackney, of Rowan; guards, Malone
of Carter, and Dobbs of Boyd.
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First Row: Crisp, Hammerick, Chinn, Bowman, Motley, Reeves, Polly.
Second Row: Straughan, Horsley, Borders, Reeves, Horsley.

ALLIE YOUNG HALL TEAM
GlIr

HE basketball squad of Allie Young started the season in a very
successful manner, winning a decisive victory over Fields Hall with
the score of 19-10.

JIL

Under the 'capable leadership of Captain Lillian Straughan every
player was well trained for her PQsition and displayed unusual ability in
this sport.
When the call for practice was issued a large number reported.
Although losing a few games, the team had a very successful season.
The sportsmanship of every girl on the squad was commendable.
This sport, although played on a small scale, did much to establish
interest in school activities and establish friendly relationship between
the two girls' halls.
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Top Row: Napier, Gilmore, Fultz, Owens, Lane, Clark.
Bottom Row: Lane, Queen, Robertson, Evans, Everett.

FIELDS HALL TEAM
~

FTER losing their first game to Allie Young Hall, the squad from

~ Fields Hall settled down to work in earnest and with renewed deter-

mination won the next game by the close margin of 19-18.
This team was somewhat handicapped by having only a few report
for practice. However, every girl capably filled her position and showed
marked ability in the game.
By the unanimous vote of the team, Elizabeth Robertson was elected
captain. She proved to be an efficient leader, directing her team in not
only the rules of the game, but in those higher rules of true sportsmanship.
Although the team could not be composed of all the residents of the
hall, every girl felt that she 'had a vital part in this sport and did her best
to loyally support the team.
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FEATURES
...........................

ALTHA KASH
< Beautiful >

WILLIARD JOHNSON

<

Handsome >

ELIZABETH ROBERTSON

<

Popular >

LUSTER OXLEY

<

Popular >

SCOTTY HANKINS

< Rounded >

ALLIE HOLBROOK

< Rounded >

CATHERINE HANEY

< Friendly >

MABEL WILLIAMS

>

Studious

<

Morehead is renowned not only for its scenic beuuty . . . . . . H ere are
presented a few of the many othe1' attractive feutures of our school.
[ 169]

Campus Life

After chapel . . . Attmctive
fa cad e of Administration
building . . . A picturesque
corner of the campus . . .
Road in back of the Library
. . . Between Thompson Hall
and the Tmining School . ..
More scenic beauty . . . Y. w.
Christmas iTee . . . Among
t he trees on the II ill
Allie Young Hall . . . Van
A nvwerp pond.
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ATound the pool . . . The
Scotts being upstage . . .
Maid-in-waiting . . . An editOT in a jovial mood! . . .
DecoTating the T T a i n i n g
School . . . OUT mailman
. . . Up in the ai1' ov eT
nothing at all
. A place
fOT Tomancing
. N eck ing ,
tsh! tsh!
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Natural bridge . . . Expectancy . . . Inve stigating the
private life of a goldfish . ..
Boy friends being helpful
. . . Jo-an . . . Getting
some pre-matrimonial training .
Locomotive, one,
. . Kate and
two, three
Sprouse
. A spelling
lesson.
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1Vlay afternoon . . . Spring
term arrivals . . . CCLmeTa !
. . . On a fur'lough fTom the
kitchen . . . F Tiendly scuffle
. . . All aboaTd
The
doughnut gang
. His
majesty, 'Tucky.

1751

Spring . . . Back in the days
when .
Going , to a one
o'clock .
A Reveller's
Daddy.
. Ward pattin'
the ground . . . That loving
pair, Mousie and Irma . . .
On the roof garden, patio or
what have you? . . . The
charmer . . . Sunday, Allie
Young Hall.
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Hello, up there! . . . Getting up in the world
Size 12 . . . Robert Jones
. . . Mr. and Mrs . . . . Mr.
and Miss-yet . . . Dick on
a s nap s hot hunt
Smiling: cause just above
. . . Serenade .
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Chef Gammage and his stafl
Afte?· the 'SU1'nmer
shearing . . . Tennis addicts
. . . Liz in action . . . Road
work for Junior . . . Coach:
fall . . . the argumenteers
. . . President Payne . . .
Coach: spring . . . Dr. Black
assumes a posture.
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Not a sewing circle . . .
Jack and Beatrice . . . Being mischievous . . . There
ought to be a law cLgainst it
. . . Crooning to Cantrill
A family party . . . Boulevard row . . . What's on
your mind?
. Sunday
afternoon at Field's .
Thre e cooks f1"om Asbury
. . . Being "that way."
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Humor

CROSS EXAMINATION

Parnell Martindale: I love you, dearie.
Elizabeth Robertson: You don't mean
it!
Martindale: Gee, you're a regular mind
reader.

Ayre Cassity: Say John, if I had the
measles and were in jail, what do you suppose would happen to me?
John Simons: I suppose you would stay
there.
A yre Cassity: I would break out.
Johnson (quoting poetry): 'I love the
good, the true, the beautiful.
Katherine Horsley : Oh Sprout, this is
so sudden.
And then there's the absent-minded
Dr. Hoke who poured t'he syrup down his
back and scratched the pancake.

THE COLLEGE AUTO

S. Napier: The horn on your car is
broken.
Henry Evans : No, it's not; it is just
indifferent.
Napier: What do you mean?
Evans: It just doesn't give a hoot.

Helen Craycraft said that it was so hot
in Ashland this summer that they had to
feed the chickens chipped ice to keep them
from laying hard-boiled eggs.

Mr. Pincel: Tom, can ,you quote a verse
of Scripture?
Tom Ball: Judas went into the garden
and hanged himself.
Mr. F.: Good! Quote another.
Tom: Go thou and do likewise.
Wooton: George and Wilma used to
always be running after each other. How
did it end?
Kelly: It ended in a tie, of course.

Mr. Lloyd (coaching debating): When
you have finished speaking bow gracefully
and leave the platform on tiptoe.
V. Magarian: Why on tiptoe?
M1' . Lloyd: So as not to awaken the
audience.
Paul Sparks: Keeton, why don't you
put on your slicker?
H. Keeton: I can't; I got a book in
one hand, and it won't go through the
sleeve.
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CROCODILE TEARS

Mrs. Hall: There was not a dry eye in
the class when I finished lecturing.
Dr. Hoke: What was your subject?
Mrs. Hall: I was supervising a practical demonstration on how to peel an onion.
"Mousie" Combs: Irma, I'm burning
with love for you.
Irma: Oh, don't make a fuel of yourself.
Vivian Huffman (on hike): Why does
that bull look so savagely at me?
Claude Clayton: It must be that red
waist you're wearing.
Vivian: I knew that it was out of date,
but I had no idea that a country bull
would notice it.
"Doc" Terrill (in Economics): Give
example of unproductive spending of
wealth.
Richard Hamilton: Taking your sister
to a movie.
Mrs. Hoke: Name a collective noun,
George.
George Bailey: Hash!
Prof. Haggan: Mr. Oxley, where did
those large rocks come from?
Lus Oxley : The glacier brought them
down.
Prof. Haggan: But where are the glaciers?
Lus : Gone back after more rocks.
Ward Patton: How many cigarettes
does "Snooks" Crutcher smoke in a day?
Roscoe: Oh, any GIVEN number.

She: When you spoke to me I thought
it was Overton; when you asked for a
dance it seemed as if it were John; when
you kissed me I thought it was Kelly, but
to hen you stepped on my toe I knew it was
you, JOE WOLFORD.

Then there is the freshman who just
entered mid-semester who has looked all
over the third floor of Thompson Hall and
hasn't found the basement yet, and the
freshman who applied for a scholarship
to plant the roof garden in potatoes; and
the freshman who dropped out of school
because some one got his chapel seat.

Brunette: Our engagement in broken
and don't you dare ask me to return your
ring.
Bruce Dorsey : I won't, but the jeweler
probably will.
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TUESDAY, Sept. 22.-School opens with
the usual jolly crowd milling around
again, but my, my, what a mess of men!
The largest fall enrollment in the history of the school stands at 575. Did
some one murmur "depression"? And
we have heard since of the lack of a
need for an eastern Kentucky teachers
college.
Miss Humphrey and Dean
Vaughan are back after a year's absence. Professor Peratt and Professor
Van Antwerp are gone. So, too, are
Miss Taylor, Mrs. Lane, Miss O'Rear
and Mrs. Claypool. Hall, Riggs and
Paulson, George, Lloyd and Hudsonnew faces on the faculty line-up.
FRIDAY, Sept. 25.-President and Mrs.
Payne and the faculty entertained the
student body with a lovely reception in
the gym. The town orchestra played
from nine till eleven and dancing was
merry.
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 30.-Revellers reorganized with George Scott, president;
Mary Everett, vice-president; Kathryn
Friend, treasurer; Janet Maxey, secretary; Ayers and Harmon, directors.
MONDAY, Oct. 5.-The regime of the old
cafeteria is nearing its end. Bids were
received for improvements and enlargements in the dining room and kitchen
and for the building of the terrace garden. First Trail Blazer made its appearance with a brand new staff and a
big ambition.

"Let all my life be (Grigsby) Music."
MONDAY, Oct. 5.-The biggest day so
far. The 1931 Eagles opened their season and we mean opened it. Concord
did their best, but Martindale ran all
over the field and Carmie made the 6-0
score. Captain Kerschner of former
years' fame was very much in the game.
SUNDAY, Oct. 11.-Marena Hayes sang
"Let All My Life Be Music" from
WHAS in Louisville in the Atwater
Kent contest. She represented the thirteenth district. At this writing she is
no longer Marena Hayes. She is now
Mrs. E. P. Grisby.
(Continued on Pag e 188)
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ALUMNI PROGRAM STATED BY COUNTS
PRESIDENT OF THE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

MOREHEAD YESTERDAY
AND TODAY
Described By Kathryn Friend Outstanding
Sen ior

Turning back the pages of the past we
find written there the history of our institution. For twenty-two years before
Morehead College was deeded to the commonwealth of Kentucky, it was supported
by the Kentucky Christian Missionary
Society, and later by the Christian Women's Board of Missions. The college had
been founded by Mrs. Phoebe Button and
her son, Frank C. Button.
(Continued on Pag e 192 )

THE MOREHEAD GRADUATE
AS A TEACHER

HUBERT COUNTS

The Alumni Association of the Morehead State Teachers College is a reality.
Although in its infancy, definite aims have
been formulated, and we are trying to
accomplish those aims to the best of our
ability. We have an alumni editor of the
Trail Blazer; we furnish material for the
alumni section of the college paper; and
we have inaugurated athletic events between our graduates and the varsity in
two of the three sports. We have brought
a closer relationship between the alumnus
and his alma mater.

in Rural and City Schools Discussed by
Caudill. Ridgway

Ira T. Caudill, when asked to give his
views on how a Morehead graduate should
function as a teacher in a rural school
replied in a very commendwble fashion,
as follows:
Responsibility, privilege, opportunity,
these three words sum up the situation
of teaching in a consolidated school.
(Cont inued on Pag e 190)

(Continued on P age 215)
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with Professor Walker, went to Washington, D. C. on a sight-seeing tour.

(Continued from Page 184)

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, Oct. 16, 17The Kentucky Deans of Women came
for a conference and a visit. Miss Curraleen Smith, dean of women at M. S. T.
C. was elected vice-president of the Kentucky Association of Deans of Women.

SATURDAY, Oct. 17-The Eagles went
down to London for their second game
and defeated Sue Bennet, 7-0. They say
the game was slow. "Soldier" Evans
ran fifty yards and put the ball down
where it should be put.

THURSDAY, Oct. 22-Eighteen students,

FRIDAY, Oct. 23-Eagles went to Huntington to meet Morris-Harvey for the
first night game of the season and came
back to Kentucky the losers. There was
a j oIly good crowd at the game and most
of them were Morehead followers. Heaberlin, Henry and Kershner really
played. Score 19-0.
MONDAY, Oct. 26-The first press club in
the history of the conege was organized
by Mrs. R. L. Hoke. It was named Peri
Estotes. Charles Clark, business manager of the Trail Blazer was appointed
president.
(Contined on Page 196)

OUR POLICY
THE BEST PICTURES MADE FOR
Your Entertainment

Metro-P aramoun t-Fi rst-Nat ional
n

100/'0 Sound"

COZY
HARTLEY BA TISON

THEATRE
H.

c.

WILLETT

THE EAGLE/S NEST
A good place to eat and drink

The Student's Meeting Place

Soda Fountain
Restaurant
Candies
Cigars .

~UALITY

AND SERVICE

OUR MOTTO

MORGAN "CHIN" CLAYTON
Proprietor
MOREHEAD

KENTUCKY

THE MOREHEAD GRADUATE
ROWAN COUNTY DELICIOUS
This can mean but one thing

APPLES
You know how good they were
and
We 'll be selling them next fall

Pioneer Orchards
FARMERS, KY.
H. VAN ANTWE RP, M anage r.

(Continued from Page 185)

Responsibility comes first because no one
should undertake the work without thoroughly considering how great a task looms
up before him and how well prepared he
must be both professionally and socially,
to be worthy of the position. Privilege
comes second because of all places to work
no other so nearly affords an individual
the special right of instilling into the
minds of the rising generation his own
ideals. Opportunity comes next because
while in the rural community is the time
for the teacher to summon all his talents
to action and accomplish all that it is possible for him to accomplish.
( Continued on Ne x t Page)

THERE'S A DIXIE DEALER NEAR YOU

ICE

CREAM
CRIAM Of IHI BIOI GRASS

~
-------~

Blue Moon, College Cafeteria, Eagle's Nest

I

VOGUE

(Continued from Preceding Page)

In the eyes of the rural citizen education
itself is measured by the local school; so
far as he is concerned, the sources of educational philosophy are not in colleges and
convention halls, but in the school that he
sees every time that he goes to the village
store or post office. The attitude of education toward religion in general as seen by
the rural people, is determined by the extent to which the local teachers appear in
the churches and participate in the services.

Beauty

Parlor

Experts

Permanent

Waving ,

Marcelling,

Haircutting ,

Finger Waving

Facial and Muscle
Strapping
ESTELLE JONES, Prop.

(Continued on Page 208)

Phone 106

Morehead, Ky.

M
U

M
E

MUNNS
N
S

MEATS

BLUE

T
S

GRASS

MUNNS

INC .

Lexington, Kentucky

"MUNNS THE WORD"
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THE DRUG STORE
•

"Where Students Trade"
A place to tv1eet and Enjoy Friendly Service

TOILET ARTICLES

ICE CREAM

HARTLEY

BATTSON

Registered Druggist
Our Prescription Department is Kept to Meet Every Emergency

Cozy Block

Phone 88
MOREHEAD, KY.

MOREHEAD YESTERDAY
AND TODAY
THE BLUE MOON CAFE
Appreciates
The Patronage of Stude nts

MT. STERLING NATIONAL BANK
MT. STER LIN G , KY.

Capital ....

$ 100 ,000.00

(Continued from Page 185)

The liberality of General William T.
Withers of Lexington m ade the school possible, and the first school house and
grounds for all of the buildings were provided by Hon. T . F . Hargis of Louisville,
. Kentucky. Mr. Robert Hodson and his
wife of Oquawka, Illinois, presented a
gift toward the erection of a dormitory.
In 1922 t he school property was deeded
to t he state and in August, 1923, the management of t he school was placed in the
hands of t he St ate Board of Education.

Surplus and Undivided Profits $235,000.00
(Continued on Page 19.1,.)
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GOLDE'S DEPARTMENT STORE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY
Dear Friend:
Did you ever stop to think what an important part dress plays

In

your school. social and business life? One of the large elements for your
success is personal appearance.

The four fundamental principles in

utilizing dress for enhancing personality are these:

(I)

It should be well kept

(2)

It should be appropriate to the occasion

(3)

It should be appropriate to the person

(4)

It should be artistic

It would be more convenient and economical for you to wait until
you come to Morehead to do your shopping.

The merchants of More-

head are keeping step with the increased enrollment of Morehead State
Teachers College by meeting the demands for the latest collegiate dress.
Since there are several good stores in Morehead, competition is
very keen, which will enable you to get the "right things" at remarkably
low prices.
We are here to serve you 'in everything you will need in styles exclusive in a college town.
Make this store your home when off the campus.
Sincerely yours,
Golde's Department Store,

;jia/l.'~'r ~o-U("cUf
"It's smart to be thrifty"
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MOREHEAD YESTERDAY

THE CITY SHOE SHOP

AND TODAY

Next Door to Post O ffice.

(Continued from Page 192)

Let us do your repair work
'" We put new life in ol d shoes ."

EAT AND GAS

at

MYRTLE'S TEA ROOM
Route 60- 0ne-quarter of mile East of
Morehead State Teachers College

Phone 98

A. B. McKINNEY'S
Department Store

We extend a hearty welcome to
every

st~~dent

of Morehead

State Teachers College

The first president of Morehead Normal
School and Teachers College was Frank C.
Button who had served for twenty-five
years as the head of the Normal school.
In September, 1923, the college opened
with a faculty of nine and a student body
that failed to reach one hundred. In 1926
the General Assembly changed the ,name
of the institution from Morehead State
Normal School to Morehead State Normal
School and Teachers College.
That was our YESTERDAY, and we
owe a debt of gratitude to those courageous pioneers of education who gave life
and a future to our college. Their inspiration lingers yet, and the bridge which
they built to span the years has felt the
trod of many feet which lead ever onward.
TO-DAY-situated on the slope of a
picturesque mountain is The Morehead
State Teachers College. The old buildings
have crumbled to rest, and in their places
haye been erected magnificent halls of
learning. Few colleges can boast of better equipped buildings. The campus with
its stately trees and gent I? rolling green
"lopes presents an inspiring scene.

(Continued on Next Page)

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY
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(Continued from Preceding Page)

In the place of old Burgess Hall stands
one of the most beautiful libraries in the
entire south.

The Walsh Company
Inc.

The cafeteria has undergone many improvements until today it is modern in
every aspect. The Jayne Memorial Stadium which has afforded the student body
much pleasure during the last two years
is exceedingly attractive.

MT. STERLING, KENTUCKY

Sell Standard Brands at New
Low Prices

With TO-DAY has come the realization
of the dream of YESTERDAY in the college on the hill.

KUPPENHEIMER AND GRIFFON SUITS
KNOX HATS
NUNN-BUSH AND FRIENDLY FIVE

ALUMNI NEWS NOTES

SHOES
ECLIPSE

New Portsmouth, Kentucky, boasts an
active Parent-Teacher Association. One
reason may be that Miss Thelma Kaut is
chairman of the program committee.
Thelma is a teacher of English in the New
Portsmouth school.

AND

MANHATTAN

SHIRTS

LETCHER COUNTY
(Continued from Page 128)

Mr. John L. Crisp, as Principal of
Sandy Hook High School in Elliott County
has been gratified to see the sc~ool grow
in popularity and enrollment to become
the first accredited high school in Elliott
County.
Huberts Counts, president of the Alumni Association, surely is letting his eye
drift from the field of pedagogy. He attended law school at the University of
Kentucky during the summer term of
1931.
(Continued on Page 201)

On the top of Pine Mountain there is a
deep well which issues warm air during
all seasons, called the "Bull Hole". The
largest single vein of cannel coal in the
world is on Colly Creek in Letcher County.
The settings of "The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come," and "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine," written by John Fox Jr.
are in this county.
Near Eolia, on the Cumberland, there
are six artesian wells not more than ten
feet apart which issue six different kinds
of water which have been used for medicinal purposes.
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ABSENT-MINDED PROF.

(Continued from Page 188)

In the midst of an experiment in physics
a few days ago, Mr. Allen H. Turman, '28:
picked up a funnel and a bucket of water,
intending to pour the water into another
container. At this juncture he was interrupted by a question from one of the class.
Turman stopped in the middle of the room
and very carefully poured the water
through the funnel onto the floor.

MONDAY, Oct. 26-Professor Lloyd organized the debating society which was
later named the Lloyd Debating Club.
Charles Clark, president.
THURSDAY, Oct. 29-The training
school needed pictures so they up and
gave a great, big Hallow'een party. It
really went over.
SATURDAY, Oct 31-The day of
Frosh. · The Transy Frosh and
Morehead Frosh writhed around in
mud to a 32-7 victory in favor of
Teachers College lads.

the
the
the
the

The annual Hallowe'en dance was a
swell party. There was a grand march
of masqueraders and prizes awarded to
the ones with the best costumes.
SATURDAY, Nov. 7-Eagles went to
Barboursville and defeated Union College 12-0 in a hard fought game. Clayton made a run-98 yards. Incidentally, it was the longest ever made on
Union's field, and the longest in Morehead history.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
Nov. 23, 13, 14-Everybody left town
for E. K. E . A. at Ashland. Miss Exer
Robinson and Mr. Horton were in charge
of a Morehead dinner at the Henry Clay
Hotel. Some of the faculty gave a play
that was much talked about, and was
repeated for a chapel program.
Mr.
Horton and Miss Shepard starred in
"Thank you, Doctor."
(Cont inued on Next Page)

WE
might have filled
up this space
with a
COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND
advertisement
But being honest
we refused to stoop
to such low editorial
practices.
Had we done so we would
have been forced to add
THIS TESTIMONIAL IS
.NOT PAID FOR
making us think of
shaving cream and
cigarettes
instead of filling up
this space
which
we have done
as you can
see.
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(Continued from Preceding Page)

SATURDAY, Nov. 14-Homecoming was
really a success, but it could hardly have
been otherwise considering that the
Eastern game, alumni banquet and
dance were drawing cards. About three
thousand fans watched the Eastern Maroons and the Eagles fight to a scoreless
tie. It was a great game. At six
o'clock that night, the alumni held a
banquet and formally organized with
Hubert Counts, as president. The day
ended with the Homecoming dance, the
best of the whole year.
SATURDAY, Nov. 21.-Eagles went to
Ironton and played Rio Grande College
on the Ironton field. Outweighed and
outplayed, the Eagles lost 20-12.

MONDAY, Dec. 7.-The annual football
banquet was held in the cafeteria. There
was not a slow moment. Dr. Hoke and
Mr. R. T. Hinton, Georgetown-the
speakers of the hour. By the way, did
anyone ever hear just what is meant by
"spizzerinctum"? Mr. Lloyd acted as
toastmaster; President Payne extended
greetings to the team, and Austin Riddle and "Caveman" Rice spoke as old
football men.

THURSDAY, Dec. 10.-"Hamlet" was
presented in the college auditorium by
.T ames Hendrickson and Claire Bruce
and Company.
(Continued on Page 198)

Mrs. C. E. Bishop ,
Propri etor

Robert S. Bishop ,
Manager

THE C. E. BISHOP DRUG COMPANY
Serving Morehead for over a Quarter of Century and Students Since the
Organization of the College

EXTENDS A FAREWELL TO SENIORS AND A HEARTY WELCOME
TO NEW STUDENTS

The Rexall Store
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MONDAY, Dec. l4.- The Revellers Dramatic Club entertained with a two hour
and a half vaudeville. The stunts were
good, especially some impersonations
given by Scotty Hankins and a dance
chorus directed by Miss Riggs.

3 Pine Ball Room

TUESDAY, Dec. 15.-The Y. W. C. A.
presented a most impressive pageant,
"The Christmas Story," on the campus
at 5 :00 in the afternoon. It was staged
under a huge lighted Christmas tree
which had been up for a week. The
lighted tree, Mary, Joseph, the cradle,
the wise men, the lighted candles carried by the Y. W. girls, and the gathering darkness of the winter afternoon, all
contributed to a ceremonial that was unforgettable.

SANDWICHES- LUNCH

FRIDAY, Dec. 18.-Christmas holidays
started.
MONDAY, Jan. 4.-Everybody back for
the last month of the semester. Miss
Braun and Mr. Judd gone, and Miss
Wilkes and Mr. Fair found in their
places.
SATURDAY, Jan. 9.-The
keteers romped away with
defeating them 43 to 14.
of the points were made by

Eagle basSue Bennet,
Twenty-two
little "Lus".

and

3 Pine Bar-B-Q

SQUARE DANCE- Tuesda y and Frida y
also
ROUND DANCES- Time 8:00 P. M.

OLIVE HILL, KENTUCKY

THURSDAY, Jan. l4.-Lee College followed the path of Sue Bennet and were
defeated by the varsity five 60 to 22.
Just a little one-sided.
SATURDAY, Jan. 16.-And then the story
changes-Wesleyan came up for a little
game and got in a hot fight which n'suIted in their win, 30 to 27.
The
Stamper boys lived up to their reputations and the second half of the game
was a thriller. Oxley led scoring.
TUESDAY, Jan. 19.-Eagles went to
Louisville and were defeated 30 to 24,
in the first encounter of the two schools.

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 13.-Sophomores
gave a Leap Year party- the first of
the year. Nice party.

(Continued on Page 205)
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Established 1907

PEOPLES BANK OF MOREHEAD
Find out for yourself
That Morehead has one of the best banks in Kentucky.
That this bank performs with intellig ence and discretion any legitimat e
banking service it can properly under:take is proven by the volume of its
business, as reflected by the annexed statem ent w hich y ou are ~~rgently
r equested to examine carefully.
ONE HUNDRED AND FIRST QUARTERLY STATEMENT

At close of business March 31, 1932.
RESOURCES
Loan s and discounts.
. . .. . .... . . . .. .. . .... . .. . ..
Government Bonds and other securities .... .
Overdrafts .......... . . .. . .. . . . ... . .. . . . . . ..... .. .... . . . ....
Due from other banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . ....
Cash' on hand ..... . .... .. . ... ........ . .. .. ...... .... . ..... ..
Banking House ...... ... . .. .. .. . .. . ... .. .. . ....... .. .. . .. . . . ..
Furniture and Fixtures . .... . ... . ..... . ............... . . . .. . . ..

.
.
.
.
.
.

$378,208.83
176,919.85
1, 175.3 I
98,598.70
10,295.83
3,000.00
200.00
$668,398 .52

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid in .
. . .. . . . . . .. . ..... .. . . .. . .
Surplus fund .... . .. .. ..
. .. . .. .... .. . .. . .. . ....... .
Undivided profits , less current expenses, etc. . . . . . . . . .
. .... . .
Deposits . . .. . .......... . . .. ... . ... .. ......... . . .. .. . .. . .
Due to banks . . .. . .. . .. . ..... . .. . . ............. . .. . .......... .
Other Liabilities .. . .. .. . . . .... .. .. . . . ... . . . . ........ . . . . . . ... .

30,000.00
10,000.00
11,501.66
611,537.44
5,175.71
183.71
$668,398.52

D. C. Caudill, President

Dudley Caudill, Cashier

D. B. Caudill, Vice-President

H. H. Lacy, Ass 't Cashi e r.

C. P. Caudill, Vice-President
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THE KEYSTONE CAFE
MOREHEAD'S
MOST POPULAR AND UP-TO-DATE PLACE
to

DINE, DANCE AND ENJOY YOURSELF

Excellent

Fountain

Toasted

Service

Sandwiches

WE EMPLOY STUDENT HELP

Centrally Located
MAIN STREET
E. E. MAGGARD, Proprietor
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(Continued from Page 195)

Mrs. J. W. Thompson is a house-keeper
of a: high type as we should expect any
Morehead graduate to be. But she has not
b,een content in this field alone. Part of
her time has been spent as leader of a
4-H Club.

Bryan -Hunt Company
Incorporated

Wholesale Grocers
LEXINGTON, KY.

Distributors for Sun kist Brand

M. F. Green of McVeigh, Kentucky, has
been entering into the spirit of community activities as all good teachers should. ,
His reputation as a Sunday School teacher
is not altogether local.

California Fruit

Phone 755

Tolesboro High School has felt the influence of C. E. Turnipseed not only in the
classroom, but as active sponsor of Agricultural Fairs, Literary Societies and the
Parent-Teacher Association.

MT. STERLING BEAUTY SHOPPE
FANNY STEPHENSON
For Appointment.

Nestle-Croquignole Wave . . .. . . . . $10.00
Shelton Steam Oil .. ... . ....... . ,7.50
Steam Wave .. . .......... .... . .
5.00

Compliments of

J.

Since graduation, Laura Steele has
added much to her education through
travel. Last year Laura was a member of
the All-American Tourists on their tour
of East Canada.

After all, athletic records in Kentucky
may be seriously affected by the activity
of John Ridgway who sponsors athletics
in Lexington Junior High School.

W. HOGGE

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Main Street

Allen H. Turman, in that well known
Humoristic style, says, "I have just taught
school year in and year out."
(Continued on Page 202)
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(Continued f r om Pag e 201)

Compliments of

Mrs. Esther L. McGuire is another who
has not been content with a mere A. B.
In 1930 she studied at the University of
Kentucky and did graduate work at George
Peabody College in 1931.

Johnson Barber Shop
City Hotel Bldg.

JOHNSON BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 169

Miss Elibabeth Peters, now Mrs. Yates,
while doing graduate work at the University of Kentucky has been honored in
being appointed assistant to Dr. Yates in
the department of English.

Miss Ruth Kaut has found her place at
last as teacher of mathematics in the high
school at South Portsmouth, Kentucky.

Ernest Hogge is on his way to the
realms of Science. His beginning is being
made as teacher of Science in the Morehead High School under the Principalship
of W. W. Jayne, another of Morehead's
graduates.

Marie Holbrook, prominent in the class
of '28, is teaching English in the Morehead High School. Marie is continuing
her college dramatic experience by directing the high school dramatic club.

W . W. Jayne has been as successful in
his position as principal of Morehead High
School as he was in college activities, which
is saying quite a great deal. Jayne has
capably served on the Board of Dircetors
of the E. K. E. A.

Morehead, Ky.

Another Morehead student makes good.
Henry Lee Prichard was the winner of
first prize of $500.00 in the American
Chemical Society's contest in 1929. ,Henry
is teaching science in the Corinth High
School. He also coaches basketball and
football.

Edgar McNabb, a graduate of Morehead, is now successfully coaching and
teaching at Raceland, Kentucky. McNabb
was recently elected Vice-President of the
Alumni Association.

News comes to us of the fine work being done by David Morris, a former
graduate of Morehead. Morris is principal of the senior high school at Blaine,
Kentucky.

Clarence Allen was graduated with the
class of 1931. Soon after his graduation
he accepted a position as head of the
Science department of the New McKell
High School in Greenup County.

"WHERE THE STUDENTS TRADE"

w. T.

BAUMSTARK

&

COMPANY

Extend their compliments

COMPLETE WARDROBE
for
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

Main Street
Kentucky

Morehead
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THE SPRING GROVE DAIRY
Salt Lick. Kentucky

THE PLACE TO GET YOUR DAIRY PRODUCTS

WHOLE MILK

COTTAGE CHEESE

BUTTERMILK

WHIPPING CREAM

CHOCOLATE MALT MILK

COFFEE CREAM

SWEET CREAM BUTTER

Give the childre n more milk and use more
you rself. for no other food is as valuable as milk
We thank all our customers for their patrona,ge. and we hope to be able to serve
you with the service you expect.

Call Phone I N.

GEO. J. KAUTZ & SONS, Owners
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KAMPUS KRONIKLES
(Continued from Page 198)

THURSDAY, Jan. 2I.-The EasternMarooms rather crushed the old Blue and
Gold over in Richmond. Score 32 to
14.
The game was called the battle
of Carr Creekers since some of the
Eastern players were schoolmates of
the Stampers.
SATURDAY, Jan. 23.-And still another
game. Beat Rio Grande, 46 to 20.
MONDAY, Jan. 25.-The faculty organized a dramatic club. Miss Exer Robinson was made president.
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 27.-Eagles defeated
Bluefield, West Virginia, visitors, 47 to
20.
MONDAY, Feb. I.-Eagles defeated Cedarville, 34 to 23.
TUESDAY, Feb. 2.-The Trail Blazer
bannered greatest registration-over
1000 students seeking an education at
M. S. T. C. Miss O'Rear, Miss Brown,
Mr. Coates and Mr. Fincel return. Miss
Carr, new Biology teacher.
FRIDAY, Feb. 5.-The Zimmer Harp
Trio brought to the college a fine musical
program. Mr. Harry Newcomb sang
Horton's song, "The Iron Maker".

MONDAY, Feb. 8.-President and Mrs.
Payne and the faculty entertained the
Student body with a reception in the
gym. A feature of the evening's entertainment was a genuine square dance.
TUESDAY, Feb. 9.-Tennessee Wesleyan
played the Eagles here in one of the
most outstanding games of the season.
Score 40 to 30 in favor of the Eagles.

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 10.-The Revellers
increase their membership by thirteen
members. Trycnts for admission , into
the club were in the auditorium.

SATURDAY, Feb. 13.-Sue Bennet came
back for revenge and the Eagles lo ~, t
to them 40 to 36.
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 17.-Tom Skeyhill,
a very brilliant orator, lectured on the
mountain hero, Alvin C. York. Mr.
Skeyhill came on the Lyceum program.

MONDAY, Feb. 2I.-The five Morehead
churches, the American Legion, the Cathedral Choir of Chirst's Church in Lexington, united in a Washington me"morial.
(Continued on Page 206)

We invite you to call and see our line of Millinery received weekly
from New York

WE SPECIALIZE IN REMODELING DRESSES AND HATS

HENRIETTA DEE SHOPPE
362 MAIN · STREET

MOREHEAD
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(Continued from Page 205)

FRIDAY, Feb. 26.-The Eastern Maroons added another Morehead victory
to their name, defeating the Eagles 40
to 26.
The annual staff was formally announced.
Jim Maggard, editor.

SATURDAY, Feb. 27.-Vahan Magarian
and Lloyd Moody, of the Lloyd Debating team, met the debating team of
Asbury College in a debate which was
non-decisive, in view of the fact that the
men were all former schoolmates at Asbury.

W.

T.

MONDAY, Feb. 29.-The girls debating
team of Berea came up for a debate with
our girls team. Miss Beatrice Goodwin
was ill, so Vahan Magarian and Kathryn Friend debated the visitors and defeated them.

WEDNESDAY, March 2.-Two weeks of
frenzied petitioning and campaigning
led to the end of the popularity contest
drive. Miss Altha Cash, prettiest girl;
Williard Johnson, best looking man;
Kathryn Haney, friendliest student;
Elizabeth Robertson, most popular 'girl;
Luster Oxley, most popular boy; Scotty
Hankins, best all-round girl; Allie Holbrook, best all-round boy.

SISTRUNK

(Continu ed on Page 211)

COMPANY

Established 1891 - lncorporated 1907

Wholesale

Food ' Distributors

LARGEST IN CENTRAL KENTUCKY

We Specialize

In

Gallon Goods and Institution Supplies

TRIMBLE

THEATRE

MT. STERLING, KENTUCKY

EllERY DAY A GOOD SHOW

First Run Pictures Exclusively
Showing as Early
As Any Theatre in the Blue Grass
and
With the Best Sound in the State
Matinees:
Nights:

Saturday at 1 :30 P. M.
Sunday and Monday 2 :30 P. M.
Sunday at 8 :00 P. lVl.
Week Days 7 :30 P. M.

THE MOREHEAD GRADUATE
(Continued from Page 191)

Finally, the estimation of the value of
education in rearing the youth of the land
to a noble manhood is based upon the results of the few teachers in the home
school.
John M. Ridgway, prominent in the
class of '31, expresses in the following
statement his conception of the preparation the Morehead Graduate should have
to be a successful city high schobl teacher,
and the responsibilities of such a position:

training of teachers for the rural schools
of Eastern Kentucky.
The youth of the small community needs
the best but the youth of the city also needs
the best.
The problem of the city high school isHow shall youth spend his time that he
may receive preparation for life accompanied by satisfaction? He who turns
from the halls of Morehead must carry
with him the answer. He must not only
be a teacher, but the silent pilot of the
youth he instructs.
Morehead offers you the opportunity to
build a foundation. The structure reared
thereon will be from the field of experience.
(Ccntinued on Page 215)

Morehead's great work has been the

Savoy Foods
Whether Fruits, Vegetables, Fish or Condiments, the Savoy Label proclaims the highest accomplishment of Mother Nature,
Human Brains and Skill
Order "SAVOY" from your grocer

STEELE-WEDELES COMPANY
Founded in 1862

Chicago, III.
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MIDLAND BAKING COMPANY
OLIVE HILL, KENTUCKY

WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS

of

Excellent Bread, Pies and Cakes

One of our largest consumers recommends our baking, as follows:

"/ am finding everything very satisfac.tory in service and quality."

D. J. GAMMAGE, Manager,
Morehead State Teachers College Cafeteria.
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Phone 217

THE RED-ROSE DAIRY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

for

Dairy Products

We give q uick delivery and prompt attention to all orders

Keep yo ur fam ily healthy by patronizing

RED

ROSE

We meet State Board of Health Requirements

"You can't beat our milk, but you can whip our cream"
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SUNDAY, March 27.-Easter.

KAMPUS KRONIKLES
(Continued from Page 206)

TUESDAY, March 15.-The Foster
Choral Club went in for something different in campus activities and gave a
minstrel, with end men, an interlocutor,
and everything. Professor Horton directed.

WEDNESDAY, March 30.-A Marionette
show was given by Jean Gros who
demonstrated his fifty marionettes in a
play, "George Washington". Sponsored
by Mr. Hudson.

WEDNESDAY, March 16.-Faculty Dramatic club entertain themselves with a
dinner.

FRIDAY, April l.-Mid-semester and still
the enrollment goes up. At the end of
the registration period, the books
showed over 1200.

THURSDAY, March 24.-The Revellers
were picked and sorted and tried out
for the parts in "Daddies". Farris
Hendrix and Sylvia Graham were selected to play the feminine leads, and
the daddies were Vincent and John Simons, Paul Sparks, Ward Patton and
George Scott.

MONDAY, April 4.-Gay McLaren gave
"Helena's Boys" in the college auditorium. She gave the play without assistance or any stage setting. She came as
a number on the lyceum program.
(Continued on Page 2J3)

ALL BUILDINGS
at the

MOREHEAD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Were Designed and Supervised by

JOSEPH

AND

JOSEPH

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
WALTER C. W AGN ER , Associate
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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THE CITIZENS BANK
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

OFFICER S AND DIRECTORS

Dr. T. A. Evans ________ ____________ _________________ __________________________________ ________ ____ President
Chiles Van Antwerp ________________ ____________________________________________________ V ice-President
A. H . Points _____ ________ ___________ ___________ _____________ _________ _____ _______________ ___ ____ __________ Cashier
Pruda NickeIL ______ , ______ ____ ______________________________ ______________________ __ A ssistant Cashier
Dr. H. Van Antwerp
C. E. Dillon.

We solicit the banking business of members of the Faculty and Students.
We are able to give a complete banking service

CHECKING ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
TRAVELERS CHECKS
MONEY TRANSFERS
CHRISTMAS CLUB

MAK E THIS BANK YOUR BANKI NG H OME
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FRIDAY, April 22.-The Student Council
of Thompson Hall entertained with a
very delightful dance in the Gymnasium.

KAMPUS KRONIKLES
(Continued from Page 211)

FRIDAY, April S.-The Frosh worked up
some more nerve and assumed the responsibility of giving another party. It
was a jolly one. The town orchestra
played and Gordie came down on the
drums. Leap Year and otherwise.

WEDNESDAY, May 4.-The Revellers
presented "Daddies". There was a good
house and a good play.
THURSDAY, May 5.-Wallace Amsbury,
professional lecturer in General Literature, Armour Institute of Technology,
Chicago, Illinois, spoke in the college
auditorium.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
SATURDAY, April 13, 14, 15, 16.-K.
E. A. in Louisville. Foster Choral Club
under direction of Prof. Horton appears
o.n K. E. A. program and broadcasts
over WHAS. Pres. Payne, Hollis and
Hudson gave addresses

(Continued on Page 214)

Miss Harmon:
Who organized the
Rough Riders?
Dobbs: Henry Ford.

THE McGAUGHEY STUDIO
of
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

Executed all the photographic work for the

RACONTEUR
·We take this opportunity to express our appreciation for their high
quality work and efficient service
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WEDNESDAY, June I.-Alumni Day.
Convocation with alumni members in
charge was held at ten o'clock. The
alumni played varsity in baseball and
in chess in the afternoon. In the evening the band gave a concert; the
alumni gave a banquet and a dance on
the terrace garden.

(Continued from Page 213)

SATURDAY, May 7.-Was set aside for
the fancy celebration commonly known
as May Day. There was the usual program, dances and attendants, a Maid of
Honor, a Queen and Prince Charming.
The college really turned out for the
first May Day in two years. Aloise
Cress was crowned Queen of May.
An unusual feature was the announcement by the Annual staff of their sales
campaign from an airplane. Pictures
of the ceremony were taken from the
air for next year's Raconteur. Hudson
and Lloyd officiated at the cameras.
Miss Robinson and "Snooks" Crutcher
lent moral support.

THURSDAY, June 2.-The Commencement address was given by the Reverend H. P. Almon Abbott, Bishop of
the Lexington Episcopal Diocese.

M1·. Lloyd (in history): What do you
know about the age of Elizabeth?
Martindale: She'll be eighteen ( ?)
next month.

MONDAY, May 9.-Kathryn Friend and
Beatrice Goodwin represented the college in a debate at Berea College with
the girls' team of that school. It was
a non-decisive debate.

WEDNESDAY, May 18. - The Senior
class of high school presented "Green
Stockings." It was a gC)Qd presentation.

SUNDAY, May 29.-Commencement services start with Baccalaureate. George
H. Combs, D. D., Kansas City, Missouri,
preached the Baccalaureate sermon.

MONDAY, May 30.-Class Day service
was held at ten o'clock in the auditorium.

Dr . T errill (writing down names of
those absent from class): I will write
down the names of those that are absent,
and if they come in, I will run a p encil
through them.
Jo e McKinney (entering the room):
Don't run it through my heart, Doc.

. Member of Faculty: Smoking on the
campus! Why, I would sooner become intaxicated.
Oakley Wooten: Well, who wouldn't.

"Doc" Estrem : Mr. Dorsey, you are
late again. Do you know what time this
class begins?
Dorsey : No, Doc; you're always in
progress when I get here.
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ALUMNI PROGRAM
QUALITY
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
ALWAYS
also
Distributors for Central Kentucky

"KINGTASTE"
Mayonnaise, Etc.

Egalite-Wilson Fruit Company
WHOLESALE
208-210

West Vine Street

Lexington, Kentucky

(Continued/rom Page 185)

Our task has only begun. We have
made a slight beginning of what we wish
to accomplish. We must develop the
spirit of the alumni, and realize that we
carry the stamp of a great institution.
What we do will reflect upon our college,
and we must strive that our work will
cast credit upon the school we represent.
We must not forget our responsibiUty
and debt to our alma mater. We must
work to her advantage and honor. We
must cooperate with her in all projects
that will aid her advancement. We must
recognize the relationship that exists between alumni, and strengthen the bonds
of friendship that all may work in unison
for the building of a better and greater
Morenead.

LIMITED SUFFRAGE
M. F. Glenn: "Women cannot vote in
England until they are thirty years of
age."
School Boy: "If it was that way here,
women would never vote."

THE MOREHEAD GRADUATE
(Continued from Page 208)

For Style, Comfort and Economy
WEAR SHOES FROM

SMITH'S
Quality Footware priced from Five to Ten
Dollars-AAAA to E

SMITH'S BOOT SHOP
Winchester, Kentucky

With a foundation of strength though
the structure fall it may be replaced.
Those who build with earnestness of purpose while at Morehead will mold the future. Lay a firm foundation, remembering that life is not for self but for others,
and if you are preparing to be a teacher
in a city high school your first service is
to others, to Morehead and to self.
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MIDLAND TRAIL HOTEL
JOHN CECIL, Prop.

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

NEW AND ALL MODERN CONNECTING BATHS

RATES
Rooms

$1.00 and $2.00

Room and Board per month

$40.00

ENJOY OUR HOME COOKING

ALL MEALS 50c
BOARD BY MONTH $1.00 PER DAY

"SERVICE" IS OUR MOTTO

I'====~
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Your Complete Requirements Served from One Source

PRINTING
SCHOOL

ANNUALS,

PAPERS,

ETC.

OFFICE SUPPLIES and
FURNITURE
Book Binding
Blank Book Manufacturing
Loose Leaf Devices

Stationers

The
F. J. HEE,R PRINTING COMPANY
372-386 South Fourth Street
COLUMBUS, OHIO
The La rgest Printing and Binding Plant in
C entral Ohio
AD-4125
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